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VCHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AIID STATEI^Iiluy OF THE PROBLEM
This study is a co iipari son of the Kuhlmann Ander-
son aental age and the hearing comprehension ape of a
heterogeneous group of two hundred children in the
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth gnjdes.
The desired objective in intelligence testing is
to obtain as valid a measure as possible of the mental
capacity an individual has for the acquisition of
skills and knowledges. Tests are standardized on large
populations but no group test is a valid aieasure for
all children. There are many factors to be considered
which do not Influence capacity but do influence the
validity of tests as accurate instruments of its
•Measure .iCnt. The major criticisa of group intelligence
tests is th^nt they have such a preponderance of iteuis
demanding reading ability that they are really a
uiea sureaent of reading achievement rather than innate
capacity for the acquisition of knowledges. Para-
doxically when an intelligence test is given to deter-
mine a child's mental capacity for learning to read,
it is testing hin largely with the skill he is pro-
ficient or deficient in and the resultant measurement
although labeled as mental capacity will be in ter^s
- 1 -
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2of readlnr achiovement. The child with a reeding
disability may be labeled as mentally slow.
Although the correlation between reading ability
and intelligence is positive, nevertheless low intelli-
gence is not considered to be one of the causes niost
frequently found for lack of reading ability. Reading
is an accuired skill. The proficiency of its acquisi-'
tion and development is facilitated not only by the
native capacity but also by such factors as the physi-
cal readiness of the individual, the acuity of percep-
tions, the teaching procesBee involved in initial
instruction, and other influences. The heavy weighting
of intelligence tests with items which require reading'
ability wrongly assumes that each individual has equal
desire, opportunity, and the physical readiness to
learn to read. The child who has a reading difficulty
caused by any factor other than mental retardation is
considered to be penalized by the group intelligence
test and the brighter he is the more he is penalized,
for although the results of tests of other abilities
may be high, his intelligence quotient will be lowered
accor-ding to his reading disability. If the tests are
used for purposes of classification or grouping of
pupils, this child will be placed with duller children
where the v/ork will not be conimenserate with his ability.

5In his study of reading disabilities Durrelli/found
that scores obtained in group tests Involving reading •
items varied from those of the Stanford Binet in pro-
portion to the reading ability of the child. The
difference ranged from 15 to 30 !• points depending
on the nature of the linguistic factors of the group
intelligence tests. Despite the evident limitations
of group intelligence tests they are of great value for
purposes of clastification and grouping of pupils.
However, they do not diagnose individual cases nor ^3ive
as accurate intelligence quotients as individual tests,
for the chances of erroneous results are far greater.
The co.Tiiton practice of interpreting I. Q.*a on group
tests in the same manner as I,.Q.*s obtained on the
Stanford Binet is raisleading.
Individual Intelligence examinations constitute
the aiost accurate devices for the measurement of '
intelligence. The lerlgth of the test, the wide variety
of reactions called for, the fact that the subject
receives his instructions personally from the examiner,
1/ Durrell, D. D., "Reading Disabilities in the Inter-
mediate Grades," Unpublished Doctor' s Dissertation ,
Harvard University, 1930.

4the fact that the exsnlner is afforded an opportunity
to observe each reaction made by the subject, and the
careful standardization of procedures for administering
the test and degree of accuracy all these factors make
the individual intelligence test a very reliable InGtru-
ment of diagnosis. The full time of an exarilner is
required for each pupil tested. The exarainer must be
a person who is more capable and efficient in test
administration than is the average teacher who may
administer g^^P tests. Furthermore, he rauat be one
who has had training and much experience in gl'vlng
individual intelligence tests. Since this procedure
entails considerable expenditure of time, energy, and
aoney, the administering of individual tests to large
numbers of children for purposes of classification and
grouping is impractical. In light of these facts it is
the intention of this study to administer group tests
naiiely and to determine if possible the existing
relationship between a so-called group test of intelli-
gence and a group capacity and hearing age test.
This study will atteiupt to answer the following
Questionss
1. Is there a correlation between the mental age
as found by the Kuhlmann-Zinderson Group intelligence
test and hearing comprehension as detemined by the

5Durrell-Sulllvi9.n Reading Capacity Test?
2. Is there a difference in accompli shiuent
quotients when -nental age and hearing comprehension
are used as a criteria of ability?
3. Are there statistically significant sex
differences in mental ajr.e, hearing comprehension,
reading age, and achieve.nent quotient?
4. What percentage of children in the grades
tested ai'e achieving up to capstclty as detenriined by
the Kuhlmann-iAnderBon Group intelligence test and the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test?
5. What percentage of children are not achieving
up to capacity as deteniiined by the Kuhlmaim-Anderson
Group intelligence teste and the Durrell-Sulllvan
Heading Capacity Test?

CHAPTER II
A. The Lanp;uap:,e Factor In Relation to Intelligence Teats
The fact that one cannot easily dissociate language
from intelligence and the meaning thereof has led to the
construction of most intelligence tests on a language
basis. According to Thorndike, The grasping of ideas
which have been expressed In language and the retention
of such ideas not only shows Intelligence at work, but
5lso influences the functioning of intelligence."
Although Traxler inay agree in part with Thomdike, he
directs attention to a difficulty found In the use of
intelligence tests based on linguistic perfor.iiance. He
says, Intelligence tests involving language are not
very reliable measuring instruments for pupils who have
language difficulties. For instance if retarded readers
are given a group test of oiental ability calling for a
considerable amount of reading, the results are ambi-
guous because it is uncertain whether low scores indi-
cate low intelligence or undeveloped reading ability.
1/ Thomdike, R. L, , 'Constancy of the I» Q.*', Psycho-
logical Bulletin XXXVII (;.arch, 1940) pp. lej-EeT
2/ Traxler, A. E. , The Use of Test Results in Diapgiosing
and Instruction in the Tool Sub.lects . Educational
Recoixis i3u reau. October, 1936, p. 6.
6
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7It is evident therefore, that conslusions about the
aj«ntal ability of such pupils should be held in abey-
ance until the results have been checked by individual
mental tests or a non-language intelligence test.
"Durrell in an unpublished Master's thesis, The Effect
of Special Readinp Disability on Perfornance on the
Stanfo rd-ainet Tests , concludes that, "a correlation
of 4.75 should be applied to the I. in cases of
reading retardation." Webt^ studied the relation
between reading ability and intelligence as tested by
group Intelligence tests of the pencil and paper type.
From the results obtained on the tests he concluded
that rapidity in reading is one of the large factors
in determining the grsde one maizes in a pencil and
paper intelligence test. Otis^ says in relation to
group tests, **It is evident from every study of their
correlations that they correspond more closely, with
ability in other school subjects. The proportion of
language and reading tests contained in s.iental test
XJ V/ebb , L . V/ , , "Ability in inental Tests in Relation to
Reading A.bllity", School and Society . Vol. XI, 1920,
p. 567.
2/ Otis, 3. Arthur, Measuring Results in Education .
Aaericnn Book Company. New York, 1924, p. 430.
i
bookleta varies from somewhat less than fifty per cent
to fully one hundred per cent." According to /.entl/
•Vlhen a child of reading: age is referred to the clinic
because of hla failure to read, it is of the first
liiiport'ince to ascertain whether his mental capacity is
or is not xfithin norri^l limits. A composite test which
contains reading uatter for the subject discritninates
against the subject wn;se inability to read is due to
any cause other than mental retardation."
Durrell-^ :aaintains, "Our present tests of intelli-
gence for children of school age are largely measures
of l?»nguage ccmorehension. Items on many Intelligence
testa are al.aost identical to those on reading testa.
If we are to equate groups for reading; experiments on
the basis of .uental ability we should have uieasures of
aental ability which do not Involve such large amounts
of reading. Research in reading would be aided greatly
by inetruinents for measuring intelligence independent
of reading."
1/ Kent, Crrace H., "Suggestions for the Next Revision
of the Binet-Simon Scale'S 'sycholofleal Record , 1937»
p. 409.
2/ Durrell, Donald D. , "Research .roblei.-s in Reading; in
the Elementary School", The El extenta ry English Review,
Vol. 13* iiarch-May, 193^ p. 101 •

9Ladd^ suramarlzes investigations on this point and
coiimente, "The correlations between reading and verbal
group intelligence tests are usually about ,60 to .65
Bometiaea higher, but seldom lower; and the correlations
between reading and non-verbal group intelligence tests
are ver^ :auch lower."
A test which handicaps the child by the prepon-
derance of language Tactors makes it difficult to deter-
mine whether the score is due to low ability or to
reading difficulties.
1/ Ladd, .-'iargaret R. , "The relation of Social, Economic
and l^ersonal Characteristics to Heading Ability"
,
Contributions to Education , wo. ^2. Bureau of Publi-
cations, Teachers College, Coluiibia University, 1935»

B« Envi r'onT.ent'?! and Bi-Linpual Factors
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Plntnerii' claims that intelligence is shewn in
dealing with things as well as words. Henmon^''^ states,
"The so-called general Intelligence tests are not
general intelligence tests at all but the special
intelligence upon which the school puts a premium,'*
Oraen^ points out that, "intelligence tests although
designed to measure an individual's capacity to learn,
actually measure what he has learned." It is a recog-
nized fact that all individuals have not had approxi-
mately equal opportunities to learn in school and in
their general envirorunent. In a heterogeneous group
of children there is a wide variance in environments,
experience, education, inspiration and sti.nulus. Ac-
cording to the studies made by Isserli there is a
distinct correlation between environment and intelligence
jl/ Pintner, Rudolph and Paterson, Donald C, "A Non-
Language Group Intelligence Test", Journal of Applied
Psychology , Vol. Ill, 1919.
2/ Henmon, V. A. C, "intelligence and Its Measurersent
,
A Symposium" , Journal of Educational Psycholop-y , 12
(March 1921) p, 137.
/ Gnien, Bishop, "\^hat is Measured by Intelligence Tests?**
ournal of Educational Research , Vol, IX (J:-nuary, 1924)
p. 29.
4/ Isserlis, L«, "The Relation Between Home Conditions
and the Intelligence of School Children", Great Britain
wedical Research Council Special Report , Series No. 74
P* 18>
«i
of school children. She found thiit rich pre-school
experiences tend to raise the intelligence quotient.
These intelligence test gains continue in school situa-
tions. The children showing? the greatest gains are
those having the lowest original I. (^.'s. Bi- lingual ism
is considered to be an environmental factor which is
prone to be underestimated in intelligence testing which
requires skill in language. As MahakianJ/ has shown,
the intelligence of Bi-linguals is estimated at a lower
level when the test is administered in a language other
than that native to the subjects.
In a study by Durrell , it was found that in two
pupil groups of equal mental and chi»onological ages,
those with foreign language backgrounds had fewer read-
ing disability oases than those with no bi-llngual
background. His hypothesis was that they achieved so
poorly on the Binet test because of this handicap that
they could not possibly achieve lower in reading.
1/ Mahakian, Charles, "Measuring Intelligence and
Reading Caoacity of Spanish Speaking. Children", Ele?jcatary
School Journal , Vol. XXXIX (June, 1939) pp. 760-7^B~.
2/ Durrell, Donald D. , Reading, Disability in the Inter-
iTiedlfi te G-rgdes
,
Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Harvard, 1950*
(
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Ladd'fl flnfiinga^^ based on a complete amvey of
three school populations frorii the middle of the third
through the first half of the fifth grade, showed a
positive, but not highly reliable relationship, between
reading achievement end the extent of foreign language,
and the socio-economic status in the home*
1/ Ladd, liargaret R. , The Rein lion of 3oci^-l , Economic
and Personal Characteristics to Readinp; Ability . Con-
tributions to Education No» ^2, Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935*
i
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C« Vertjal ABpeots of the JCuhlraann-andereon
Group Intelligence Test
The weight of the language factor varies In the
different group Intelligence tests and may be considered
as a oeasure of the desirability of a test as an Instru*
ment for measuring the mental age of an Individual with
a language handicap*
This study Is particularly concerned with the
KuhliBann^Anderson group Intelligence test which Is a
battery of thirty- five tests on levels from grade one
to twelve. Of the thirty- five tests, three make use of
pictures, six of geometric patterns, eight of mathema-
tics, two of new associations end Inforsiatlon.
For the purposes of this study tests were given in
grades three, four, five and six. The following graph
shows the results of an analysis of the F<:uhlinam>'/inderson
test In respect to the verbal aspects in relation to the
tests for the grades naued*
JS
,., ,^
.*.
,,.
i
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VERBAL ASPECTS
OF KUHUIANW-ANDERBCK
10
//(/i/((jf/j
3 4 5 o Grades
At ©ach grade level one or more tests appear invol-
ving letters or words as syiubola. 3ince no coc prehen-
slon Is demanded or expected and since the only skill
Involved is that of visual dlscriaiination these tests
were not considered as reedingr factors or verbal factors
in the Kuhlinann*Anderson test*
Although the KuhXaiann-Anderson is considered to be
lees verbal than most group intelligence tests « the ana-
lysis reveals that the child with a reading handicap is
penalized, oarticularly In grades five and six.
ii
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D» The nchieycwent quotient
The Influenco oX* intelligence " . r • ;red by any
given teat can easily be overeeti i-ited. For while
re orted correlfltiona between intelllp-erce ecor-es «nd
achievcieat are positive, tbey are not hi^di, even In
curricular areae where intelli£ence presiimably a3U8t
play an 1 .'-port-^nt part, h nu^-iber of investigators have
presented theory 9.nd evidaace wxiich suggesta that (neny
other factors each as interest, oaotion, experience,
industry and systematic tr^tliiing are u^iuch more influen-
tial, as compared with intelligence, then has cou'raonly
been assumed*
Honi^^ states, '*In the light of our present know-
ledge of the relation of intelligence to achievement,
it would be rash to estimate the lltnlte of intelligence
below which the understanding of any g;iv^?n proble^a is
frustrated. There is an abundance of evidence, however,
which shows th!«>t under conditions coiaiaonly found in
schools, students of the lower levels of intelligence
develop very inadequate underst?^nding of aany of the
aore complex probleas which confront theta**'
1/ Horn., -.r^est, "Language *»nd Meaning** , The ra/cholORv
"of '^ty-First Yearbook, iM^tional Society for
the vx acatlon, Pnrt II, p# 396
•
i
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Durrel says, *^?re«ont da/ Intelligenoe tests
•ftsuro aohiSTei&ent primarily and use the retlo of such
achlever^ent to age as a predictive factor called an
*intelligenoe quotient*'* These Intelligence tests lean
heavily upon the language abilities of the pupil and
apparently aseume equality of opportunity for growth
in language abilities. As group tests consist larp;ely
of reading vocabulary and speed of reading eomprehen-
sion the scores will vary with reading achieve.'sent,**
Vellman^ Skeela and others find that an enriched
language envirorment piK>duoe« large increases in the
obtained !• Q. on intelligence teste.
It iB generally believed and hss been quite sub-
stantially backed by the findings of many studies that
the accomplishnent qiAotlents of dull children are
higher than those of nowial or superior children in
jj/ Durrell, jjona-ld •'Do Dull Children Have High
Acooatplishirxent ^iuotients?" > Official Import jgf 1940
t
feting , American Eduoational Research As90Qiatlon»
ay, 1940
•
f/
Wellsian# Beth L.t ''Guiding Mental Development**,
Xi^^^lWmXi (Nove/aber, 1938) 15i 108-12.
3/ Skeela, H« i-'i.* 'Cental Development of Children In
Foster Homes'*, Pedagogical ^eiuinarv (September, 1936)
49 t 91-106
•
(
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relation to ability. V* T« Wilson, Brcwii and Liud.
and Stebblns and Pechsteln^ have all found that dull
pupilfl achieve more nearly to capacity than do normal
or superior puplla* Achleveiaent la usually determined
by batteries of tests and by teachers* grades.
J/ Wilson, F. t»» **Sotiie Achleveoents of Pupils of Same
Mental Ages but Different Intel lige:nce .uotilents",
Jouitial Kduoation^l Research . 1946, 14i 43-53
•
2/ Brown, A. W. and Lind, G*, "School Achieve -ent In
KSlation to ient«l vge—A Cotaparative Study**, Journal
of Edui^ational Bes^.^.roft . 1926, 14j 43*53*
2/ Stebblns, R* and Pechstein, L» A*, **Quotient Z.,
and A.**, Joumt^X o f 'S^i^catipnal ^sycboXo^
. 138 385*398»
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E'« SS2S DIFFIi;F£NCES
Dlfferencee In achleve:«ent ere bolieved to exist
between girls and boys, especially In language skills.
Evidence of aex differences in reading achieveaient vas
reported by three investigators. Samuel gave a
series of tests to pupils in the first five grades and
found differences in reading achievement between boys
and girls that were statistically significant. In his
study he found that the girls had higher rates of
achievement than the boys. Stroud and Lindqulet^ also
reported sex differences in reading on the Iowa Every
Pupil Tests of Basic Skills given in Grades III-VIII
and on the Iowa Every i'upil Tests of High School
Achievement given in Grades IX-XII. Although the girls
ranked higher in reading to a greater or lesser extent
,
in all the gredes tested, the differences were not
statistically significant at the high school level.
These findings parallel in general the results of
previous studies.
JL/ Satauels, Fra, "Sex Differences in Reading Achieveaient"
Journal of Educational Research . XXXVI (April, 19^3) pp.
g/ Strand, J, B. and Lindqulst, E. F., "Sex Differences
in Achievement in the Elenentai^ and Secondary Schools**,
Journal of Educational Psycholopy , XXXXXII (Deceruber,
1942) ppT^57-67.
i
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St. Joi:iri' data on ret'irrtJ^ tlon and acceleration
m/kke pofislble sex co{n:mriscnB at comparable I. Q*
levels. His investigation deals vith the progress
over a four-year period of about five hundred boys and
four hundred fifty girls, Grades I to VI, chiefly I to
IV, enrolled in the schools in a residential Sviburb of
Boston. St. John* 8 data shows that correlations be-
tween I. Q. and achieveoent data were higher for girls
than boyst
Dodge^ found In her study of dull children that
girls were found to be older chronologically and
younger mentally than the boys. Differences in the
boys* F!,nd girls' chronological ages and in the boys'
and girls* lental ages were not statistically 6ignl»
ficant. '*Thls indicates that girls in special classes
are laore retarded mentally than boys. The inference is
that they aake a better showing in relation to their
mentality and so are not delegated to the special class
unless very poor."
T/ St. John, C. W., "The Kaladjustraent of Boys in Cer-
tain Elesientary GriJdes" , liduc.q ti pnal /^d:^inlstr?.tion and
Supervision , Vol. XV - 11, 1955, pp. 659-672.
2/ Dodge, Harriet E., A CofRoarison of the Stanford-Binet
Rental Ar,e and the HeaTinp Ccm preheng ion .^bllit.y of Dull
Chlldi^n . Unpublished kaster' e TheeiG, Boston Univer-
Pity, 1940.
(
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Them tkrm a grvat nany roporte on sex dif I'erencea
dealing with a variety cf testa. Pintner and Andereoni/
found no sex differences in the Healy Picture Completion
Test* i*'icFarlsne^ found boys in general superior to
girls in tests of practical intelligence. **In number or
arithmetical tests boys are frequently found to be
superior as also in tests of merrtory. It would seeoip
theref01*6, that within the r^ng:e of those types of
aaterial ..sed in intelligence tests, there may be sex
differences which disappear in the coEiposite known as
general intelligence, 'whether these conditions are due
to early conditioning or whether they are native has
not been detercsined."
Conclusions based on r-esesrch prescjnted lead us to
the belief that girls taay have a slight superiority in
verbal intelligence tests. Boys would seez; to be so.iie*
what iiore naierous at the extre-ae ends of the distribu-
tion of intelligence* iill the differences in central
tendency and variability appear to be extremely s?mll
end may be considered of no real significance,
1/ .'intnor, R. f;nd .-naersont M. M., Ihe . Icture Gcit.ole*'
tiot^ lest . Saltiiiiore, M^iryland.
2/ n cFa rl « ne , , ** 4 o t ... . iy of P r« c t i ca 1 Ability", orltlBh
Journ^'X of . 3ycholQg.y . .-jono. Si-pdI., i^o. 6.
^/ Fintner, Hudolph, Intei li ^ .cc i : ;tln?-: .etbods and
Results * J^ew '^orlc, Henry Holt i '^o.. ^qny, 1939* P» 5Cil.
(
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Research Indicates that when dftta of the rarlouB
types of coaimunlcatlve activity are studied In order to
detertfllne the relative iiaport'?nce of these abilltiea in
toFiJis of the frequency of use in life, ilbtenixi^ occura
alaost three timea as rmch aa reading*
The relation of hearing coraprehenaion to uental
capacity may be as8u:iied to be positive. Sulllvar
aays, *'The child's skill in auditory .^ji eheneion
»hould serve as a better criterion of his potentialltiea
in reading ooiaprehension than would the e?roup tests of
intelligence* If the child is abio to underst/^nd a
wide range of auditory ayrabols, there aeeme tc be no
reason why he should not underatr-nd visual eyabols
OQually well if he has no sensory iiaudicaps. Thio is
a baaic assumption underlying the uae of the auditory
coaipreheueion test aa a measure of possible reading
acco.-ipllsi:i;aont for the child."
{{
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It is laportant to keep clearly in mind thst the
relation of noanlng to lan£;u«igc Ic the eai&o whether
ey.ibols be spoken or printed, Inveetleatlons have
shown that at hlf^her gr?-de levels students v/hc cannot
under8t?3nd what they read ueually cannot understand
what they hear^^ That there la an Intimate relation-
ship between the scores made on visual and on auditory
forms of presentation la shown clearly In Young's
quartlle cotiipari sons .-^-^ In one of his experirnents
involving 104 subjects, of the 26 pupils who conatl*
tuted the highest fourth in ability to understand what
was heard, 20 were in the highest quartlle in the abill*
ty to understand what they read, 5 in the second quar*
tile, 1 in the third quartile, and none in the lower
quartlle.
In Young's study^/ of the delation of Eefdingg. CoaK
prehension and Reteritlon and He?, rlnfs: Coacrehenelon and
Retention, he found that, aacng the school children in
the grades four, five and six, hearing co uprohension
1/ Russell, Ralph D. , The Relative Effectivenesa of
"presenting Verb?^! >!aterlal Visu^ill.y av:a ral ly sa
ensured b^ the >.mount of^ Recall * Doctor's Dlsserta-
tion, Jnivereity of iowa, 1925.
2/ Young, WilliaiQ £«, The fel*^ }on of Readinf- Co-i :)rehen*>
lilon and Retention to He«r3,nf: Coaprenension and Kett^atlon *
DoctolP*3 i;isscrtation» Jniveralty of Iowa, 1^30
3/ Ibid*
4
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was superior to all types of material. The test e.aployed
had a very large elenent of reading which would invali-
date its accuracy for ;neasure-ient of the mental age of
children with reading disabilities.
The neeci was apparent for a test in which, "a child
Bhould not be handicapped by the necessity of expressing
his understanding by the narrower language functions of
speaking or writing," nor by the use of printed or writ-
ten words, Durreil and Sullivan constructed such a test,
called a Reading Capacity test.i'^ A description of this
test and its merits will follow in a later chapter.
Dodge^'^ used this test and the Stanford-3inet
intelligence Scale in a study, the object of which
was to "discover the relationship between the Stanford-
Binet Menial Age and the Hearing Comprehension ability
of Dull Children."
Her findings were as follows:
1. The difference between ;nental age and hearing
comorehension as deteruined by these tests is statis-
tically significant, as critical ratios of 14.73 and
21*95 indicate.
1/ Durrell-Sullivg?n Reading Capacity Test . World Book
Coiapany. 1937.
2/ Dodge, E. Harriet. A Comparison of the St-^nfo rd-3inet
I4ental iige and the HearTnF, Co inrehenslon Abilit.v of Dull
Children . Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston university,
1940.
I
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2. Dull children work up to and beyond their
capacity if It Is tneasured by luental age out fall short
if It is raeasured by hearing comprehension.
3. The relationship of hearinr comprehension to
mental age seens to reaaln quite constant at different
ages.
Fo&si/ used this test and the St'snford-Binet Intel-
ligence Scale in a study, "to discover the relationship
between various language skills of retarded children.'*
She found thst, "in groups paired for mental age and
-
other factors those children with higher hearing com-
prehension ages had significantly higher reading ages
than those with low hearin^^ comprehension ages."
This chaoter has presented research related to the
study in the following fields.
^* Lnnruage Factor in Relation to Intelligence
Tests
B. Environ fiental and Bi-lingual Factors'
C. Verbal Asoects of the Kuhl rnann-iinde rs on Group
IntGlllfrence Test
^* I'he Achiev:: lent 'Quotient
E. Sex Differences
F. Hearing Co.n prehension
1/ Foss, G.M., Languapre Comprehension Skills of Hentally
Ret?? rded Children . Unpublished Ed.^i. Thesis, Boston
University, 1938.
{
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The study procedures described In the next chapter
were evolved after the research presented in this chap-
ter had been studied. Influences of parallel procedures
may be found since this study is in aiany respects simi-
lar to other contributions in this field.
Chapter III presents a description of the investi-
gation, source of data, tests used and the treatment of
data.

CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVESTIGATION
A« Source of Data
This study is baaed on data obtained from a
heterogeneous group of two hundred children in three
urban schools. Fifty children in each of grades III,
IV, V, and VI, including one hundred girls and one
hundred boys, were tested by the writer. Economically
and cultura,lly, the b-nc^^grounds of these children vary
fro.Ti that afforded by the professional group to 'uliat
of the laboring group; from the 'well to do* to the
Impoverished; from a rich educational to the very
United background. The laajority of the children are
from English- 8 oeaklng homes, but there are sonie with
bi-llngual backgrounds.
26 *

B. Tests Used
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The reading tests used were the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Achievement,-^ and Capacity Testa.^ The Durrell
Sullivan Reading Achievement Test is designed for use in
grades three to six and consists of two parts. The
first part tests word raeaning and contains a list of
words with multiple choice definitions. The second part
contains paragraphs with muliiple choice responses.
The Durrell-Sullivan Capacity test is a group test
for the measure nent of the co.nprehension of spoken
language. It is based on the hypothesis that children
who could understand the complexities of spoken language
should be able to underst^ind printed I'^nguage equally
as well, if they have been given adequate tra,ining in
the visual perception of words. The use of picture
selection for pupil responses eliminated the reading
factor th«?l influenced mental ages adversely on group
intelligence tests, and at the same time it eliminated
the verbal organization eler.ient that characterized the
Stanford-Blnet . Hearing Vocabulary is aeasured by pic-
tures which describe words pronounced by the examiner.
1/ Durrell-SulTiv^n Reading Achieve aent Test, World Book
Company, 1937.
2/ Durrell-Sullivan Reading Ca )aclty Test , World Book
Company, 1937.
c
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Com prehension of spoken paragraphs Is indicated by a
correct selection of multiple choice oictures. This
test was standardized on a population of seven thousand
children.
The intelligence test used was the Kuhlmann-
Andereon Group Intelligence Test. "This is a battery
of tests which v/ere developed over a ten year period by
the Research division of the Minnesota State Board of
Control. The pr'esent scale Includes 35 tests which
have survived out of more than 100 which were tried out.
The tests were selected because they gave the largest
and most consistent Increases in scores for successive
age levels. No attempt was made to secure internal
consistency or sub test reliability because xKuhlmann
believed that such procedures could not improve the
scale. Total scores have been found to be as reliable
as lost group tests of this kind.
"The tests are arranged in 9 booklets for various
grade groups fron the first to the twelfth grade. Each
booklet includes 10 tests which are arranged in order of
difficulty. Booklets for adjacent grade levels overlap
considerably by having some tests in coumon.
"Each test for the lower grades consists of from
5 to 10 iteius and each at the upper levels approxiiTiates
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15 itens. The ;nental age equivalent for each score of
each test Is f;iven in a table. A person's mental age
for each test is recorded to give a profile of his
highest and lowest abilities and a .-nedian aental age is
calculated to represent general intelligence
.
1/ Greene, Jiidward B., Measureinent of Human Behavior *
The Odyssey I'ress. xNew York, 19Al, pp. 328-329.
c
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During the week of January 29 through February 2,
two hundred ten children were tested in grades III, IV,
V, and VI by the writer. It was essential to this study
that each child be given the three tests previously
described. The children who had loss than three tests
were eliirdnated frora the study. Because of these
eliminations the number of cases was reduced from 210
to 200 children. All tests were scored by the investi-
gator and the tabulations of results were checked for
accuracy.
For each group of data frequency distributions
were set up for chronological age, mental age, reading
age, hearing comprehension, and hearing comprehension-
.Tiental age difference. This was done on combined data
and on data split by sexes and by grades, r^lean, stan-
dard error, and standard error of the ;iean were figured
for each of these. Where desired for purposes of com-
parison, the str^ndard error of the difference and the
critical ratio were also computed. The chronological
age range was found to befrom 7-11 to 14.11. The range
of I. Q.'s was frocn 76 to 140 with a raean I. Q. of 104.6.
cc
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
A. Difference Between Hearing Comprehension and Mental
Age
Two hundred cases in a heterogeneous group of
children were studied to deterjiine Hearing Comprehen-
sion and Kuhlmann-Anderson Mental Age differences.
Table I shows the results In years and months.
TABLE I
Differences between Hearing Comprehension and Kuhlmann-
Anderson f-iental Age on Combined Data
Nuunber Mean H. C. Mean M.A. Differenses S.E.D* C • R.
of Age
Cases
200 10-11.37 10-6.81 0-4.56 0-1.964 2.32
The mean hearing coaprehenslon age is 10 years and
11,37 months in comparison with the mean mental age of
10 years and 6.81 months. The difference is 4.56 months.
The difference is not statistically significant.
Figure I shows the distribution of the scores on
the two tests. The range on the Hearing: Comprehension
test is from 7 years to 16 years with the mean score of
- 31 -
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10 years and 11.37 months. The range on the Kuhlmann-
Anderson test Is from 7 years to 15 years with a inean
score at 10 yeara and 6*81.
c(
Figure 1
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A. Durrell-Sulllvan Hearing Comprehension Distribution
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Table II shows a coTiparlson of the Durrell-cullivan
Hearing Comprehension and Kuhlinann-Andersen Mental Agee
by grades,
TABLE II
Coinparison of Durrell-Sullivan Hearing Comprehension and
Kuhlaann-Anderson Mental Ages by Grades
Grade No. of Mean H. C. ^aean :i. A. Dlff. S.Ii^.D. C.R.
Cases Age M-1
III
IV
V
VI
50
50
50
50
9-5.64
10-6.12
11-6.84
12-2.6
9-2.4
9-9.0
10-10.2
12-6,0
0-3.24 1.852 1.749
0-7.12 2.013 3.537
0*8.64 2.504 3.45
0-3.4 2.587 1.314
There are 50 cases in each grade. The only signi-
ficant differences are in grades four and five, and in
each of these cases the Hearing Cojiiprehension scores are
superior. The Hearing Comprehension score in Grade III
is higher than the Kuhlmann-Anderson score but this
difference is not significant. In Grade VI the Kuhlraaran-
Anderson score is the higher one, but the difference is
not significant.
Figures^ and 3 show the distributions by gi^ades of
the scores on the Durrell-Sullivan Hearing CoraprfiJhension
and Kuhloiarm^Aaderson Tests*
ci
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Figure 2
iJomnarl sons of Hearincr Comprehension and Mental Age
Grades III and IV
Hearinc CoiiiDreheneion AKe Distribution
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B. The Achievement of a Homogeneous Group of Children
Table III ehows a comparison of accompli sh-aent as
measured by the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement
and Capacity Test. The results are expressed In years
and months.
TABLE III
Reading Achievement In Relation to Hearing Comprehension
Combined Data
No. of Mean Mean H.C. Dlff. 3.E.D. C.R. R.A.
Cases Reading Age ^ti-1 M-2 H.C.
Age
200 10-11.88 10-11.37 0-.51 0-2,114 .241 1.003
The mean reading age Is 10 years and 11.88 months.
The mean hearing comprehension age is 10 years and
11.37 months. This difference Is not statistically
significant.
(
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Table IV shows a comparison of acooaplishnDent aa
measured by Ihe Durrell-Sulllvan Reading Achievement
Test and the Kuhlmann-Anderson group Intelligence Test,
expressed in years and months.
TABLE IV
Reading Achievement in Relation to Kuhlmann-Anderson
Mental Ages
Combined Data
No. of Mef9.n Mean i^uA* Diff. S.E^D. C.R. R.A.
Cases Reading M-1 M-2
Age
200 10-11.88 10-6.81 0-5.07 0-1.95:r 2.59 1.059
The aiean reading age is 10 years and 11.88 months.
The mean mental age is 10 years and 6.81 months. The
difference is not statistically significant.
Figure 4 shows the cDsniparison of achievement in
relation to Hearin^^ Coiisprehension and "dental Age.
f
Figure 4
Comparlsone of Mean Ages
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A. Achievement in Retition to Hearing Comprehension
Years
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Table V shows tho per cents of children in each
grwde who are achieving up to or above their capacity.
TABLE V
Percentages oy Grades of Achievefnent In Relation to
Capacity
Grade Test
ri.C, K.A.
3 50 46
4 46 56
42 68
6 68 72
In gr^de HI 5Q per cent were achioving up to or
above their capacity as mensured by the Durrell-Sulllvan
Capacity test and 46 per cent a a measured by the Kuhlsaann-
Anderson test. In grade IV 46 per cent were achieving
up to or above their capacity as rjessured by the Durrell-
Sullivan Capacity test and 56 per cent as uieaaured by the
Kuhlmann-Anderson teet. In grade V 42 per cent were
achieving up to or aoove th€»lr capa ity as measured by
the Durrell*Sullivan Capacity teat and 68 per cent as
nses surged by the Kuhliaann-Anderson test-* In grade VI
68 per cent were achieving up to and apove their capacity
as measured by the Durreli-Sullivan Capacity test and
(J
i
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72 per cent ao neasui^ed by the Kuhliuann-And^raon tefit#
C. 3ex Differences In Chrx>nological Age* Mental 4ge,
Hearing Comprehenelon, and Achieve-nent of a Heteropeneoua
Group of Children
Sex differences were studied in chronological age,
laental age, hearing oo£jpr#h©nsion age, and in achievesient*
Table VI showe the chronological age difference, expressed
in year® and taonths.
TABU'i VI
Sex Oifference© In Chronological Ag©
Kq * of Gaaea :^^ean G»A» Mean G#A.« Diff« 3»E*D» G*R.
Boys "^Qirls Soye Girls
100 100 lO-a.4 10-2a6 0«,24 0-3^325 .105
The mean chronological age of boys is 10 years and
2«4 iionth0» The mean chronolofrical age of the girl a is
10 ye&ra «3nd 2*16 montbs. The difference is not atatie-
tioally significant
#
cI
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Table VII shows sex differences In hearing compre-
hension t expressed in years and months.
TABLE VII
Sex Differences in Hearing Coinprehension
Mo, of
Boys
Oases
Girls
Mean H«C*
iige Soys
Mean H*C*
Age Girls
Diff. S.E.D. C.R.
100 100 11-1.56 10-9.48 4.08 .651 6.465
The mean hearing comprehension age of the boys is
11 years and 1.56 months. The mean hearing" comprehen-
sion age of the flrls is 10 years and 9 •48 iDonths. The
difference is 4.08 months. Since C«K» is 6»465 there
is a statistical sl^^nificanoo*
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Table VIII shows sex differences in mental a£^e»
expressed In years nnd laonthst for the two hundred
cases used in this study*
TA3L£ VIII
Sex Differences in Mental Age
D o, o f Casef Mean B*A« Mean M*A« Dlff, S.E.D* C#R*
Boys Girls Boys Girls
100 100 10-4 ,44 10-9as 4.74 2.435 1*942
The mean mental age of the boys is 10 years and
4 #44 months. The mean mental age of the girls is
10 yef^rs and 9«1B months. The difference is 4,74 months.
The difference is not statistically signiflcsnt.
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Table IX shows the results of a stady of sex
differences In mean hearing comprehension and atental
ago differeno«?s flpured in years and sionths*
TABLE IX
Sex Differences In Hearing Coaoreheneion and Mental Age
No. of Mean F.C» *''ean M.A» Diff, S.E#X), C*R»
Cases Age
100 11-1.56 1C-A,44 0-9.12 0-1.618 5-636
Girls
100 10-9.48 10-9.18 O-.JO 0-1.924 .155
The mean hearing ooapreheneion age for hoys is
11 years and 1.56 months. The taean aental nge is
10 years and 4.44 months. The difference is 9.12 months.
This difference is statistically significant in
favor of hearing comprehension.
The mean hearing comprehension age for girls is
10 years and 9*48 taonthe. The mean mental age is
10 years and 9 •IS taonths.
The difference is not statistically significant.
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Table X shows the sex dlffer»noes in achievement
in relation to Hearing Coriiprehenflion«
TABLE X
Sox Differences in Reading Achievement in Relation to
Hearing Coaprehension
Ho. of Caaoa Hean
Reading
Msan II* C»
Age
Qiff. S.E.D.
^i-l M-2
C « R.
Boys 100 1C-1G*2 11-1.56 0-3.36 2.236 1.55 .974
Girls 100 11-1.80 10-9 *'f8 0-4.32 .607 .116 1.03
The siiean achievement score for the boys was 10 years
and 10.2 months in compf^rison with s^ean score on Hearing
Comprehension of 11 years and 1»56 zaonths. The mean
achievement score for the girls was 11 yeers and 1.80
aonths in couiparlson with 10 years and 9 •48 aionths.
Figiire 5 shows the achlevonent of boys and firls
in relation to »©ntal Age and Hearing Conprehension
scores.
i{
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Figure» 5
Ileadlnp; Achievement, in Relatl onL to Hearing Comprehension
and Mental Age Means
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Tabic) XI BhowB & coRparlson of acooapliBh'nftnt of
boy« and girls aa vue&jiured by the Durrell-Sulllvm
Re'^dlng AchievGoent Tost nnd mental ajre as meoBured by
the !?uhlmann-Andex»son Intelllerenco Test, expressed In
years ana laonths*
TABLK XX
Sex Dlfferoncea in Keadlng. ^chlevexaent In nelaiion to
Xuhlffiami-AnderBon M^nt al Ages
Ro» of Cases Mean
Reading
Ago
Mean uA* 0tff»
M-1 lit A*
Boys XOO 10-10.2 10-4.44 0-5.76 2.427 2.37 1.046
Glrla 100 11-1.8 10-9.13 0-4.62 1.883 2.45 1.035
The mean reading age for the boys is 5«76 months
above the menn leental a,7:,9. The difference Is not
atatlfiticaily slgnlflcsnt.
The aean reading afre for the girle la 4.62 raonths
hlpher thsn the nentel age. The difference ia not
statistically significant.
c{
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Table XII shows achleveiXient of boys and girl a with
hearing coaprehenolon and mental age uBOd as criteria
of ability.
tabu: XII
Achievement Quotients of Boys and Girls
No. of
Boys
Cn sea
Girls
r,a»/m»a.
Boys Girls Boys
r.a./h.c.
Girls
100 100 1.04 1.05 .974 1.05
Tho acoompliahnent quotient for boys on Kuhlmann-
Anderson and achievcTont wris 1.04 and for girls 1.05.
The accompli she nOnt quotient for boys on Durrell-
Sullivan Hearing Comprehension and achievement was .974
and for frirls 1«03»
r
This study was undertaken to corapHt© the Kuhlaiarm-
Andereon J'pnf^l '^nd tho Durrell-Sulllvan Hearing
Goajprehension Scores of a heterogeneous group of two
hundred children.
The teste used were the Kuhldjann^A.nderson Group
Intelligence Test* the Durrell-Bulllvan Rending.. Capacity
and Reading /tchlevesent Test*
Two hundred children in gradee three > four, five*
and 8ix in three schools in an urban coxsaunity were
used in thin study. The tests were administered and
scored toy the writer.
The scores were studied to find:
1. the differences In Hearing; Coiiiprehenslon and Montal
Age on the entire popul^.t ion,
2. th© differences in readinp^ achleveuient in relation
to the capacity scores for the entire papul'^ tion, and
3. aex differences in the sa.7ie functions studied for
the entire population.
• 49 •
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A* Dlfforoncos In Henrin^-- Cooiprehension and. ;'.ental A^es
1. The dlfferonc© between sontal ege ^nA hoarlnp
comprehension r»s deternlnod by these tests Is not
statistically slpnificflnt* The critical ratio is 2,52»
2. In grfides four and five the differences between
the two tests were statiBticp.lly slpniflC5<nt. In each
case the Durrell-Sullivan score was the hlrhest one#
In gmdoa three and six differences were not statis-
tically significant but the Durrell-Sulllvan w«s the
higher In grade three, and in gr^do six the Kuhliiiann-
Anderson was the higher,
B. Achievement in relation to capacity
1. There wfts little differ'ence in the achievement
and honrlnf? corjprehenaion scores, the riesns being 10
years nnd 11*88 aionths for ?*chlovc..ont and 10 ye^rs
end 11.57 months for herarlnp. coanrehenslon.
2» The difference between achlevenGnt and reental
age was greater, the ineans beinff 10 years and 11.88
ajonths for reading; age coT.par©d with 10 years Rnd 6 #81
aonths for tnentnl age. The critical mtion being 2.59
showed the difference w"g not ftatistio^'^ilx^ eignlfleant.
3. The percentage of children reading up to or
t
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above thoir c«;jaolty ae nieftaured by the Kuhlmann*
Anderson tost Increased er^ch yonr from 46 per cent
In grade three to 72 per cent in grnde six. With the
exception of grade three aor© children were superior
in achievement co n.>ftred with *r<'uhlcann-Anderson f^.^n the
Durrell-Suliivan
C* Sex Differences
1. The boye v/ere su:>erior on the hearing Coaipre-
h©nsion# The moan being 11 years and 1*56 months
co-nnn.red v'ltb 10 ye'^rs psnd 4.44 snonths for '-^uhl; arm-
Anderson. Ihe critical ratio at 5 •636 showed tnia
difference to be statistically significant.
2, Thero waa practically no difference in the
girls scores o the two tests.
3« The differences In achievement and he«?.rlng
co'Tinr^^henBlon wera gre?Jter for the boye than girls*
the critical rnio beinf^ 1*55 f^nd .116* i<either
difference was signifiORnt*
4. The differences in achieve ;ont And uent«»l ag«
were not si^^ni ficaat tho critical ratios being 2*37
and 2.45»
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DURRELL-Sl/LLIFJN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEFEMENT TESTS
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
By Donald D. Durrell Inter.
Professor of Education and Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
and Helen Blair Sullivan
Associate Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University
Achievem*t
A
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name Grade Teacher Boy or girl
.
Age When is your next birthday ? How old will you be then ?. . ,
Name of school City Date
Test Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
Total
Optional Tests
3. Spelling
4. Written Recall Rating
Patent No. 1,586,628 ^
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, ds: rat: inter. a- 14
PRINTED IN U.SJV.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING
Samples. ,2
An a/>/>/e is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair
Large means — 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like
To shut means to — 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close
3 4 S
3 4 5
12 3 4
12 3 4
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
A dog is an — 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange
A robin is a — 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf
To bring is to — 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall
Small means — 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help
To fall is to — 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face
To bake is to — 1 break 2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy
A dollar is — 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing
A voice is used to — 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark . .
.
A potato is a — 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman . .
Beef is a kind of— 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat
2 3 4
3 4
To chop means — 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut
If a thing is above, it is— 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between
A thing that is bent is — 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight. .
Travel means — 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction .
Oil is used for— 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents
puarre/ means— 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw , . .
A hall is a — 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field
An island is surrounded by — 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water;:
Remain means — 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany
Salt is used on — 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers
Marriage means — 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding . .
A carpenter makes things of— 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass
A maid is a — 1 smile 2 father 3 gurl 4 heart 5 fruit
A palace is a — 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman . .
A helmet is worn on the — 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 head
I
2 ]
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 S
2 3 4
1 2 3 4 S
2 3 4.5
12 3 4
1 2 3 4 S
3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
2 3
12 3 4
12 3 1
3 4
1 2 3 t
1 2 3
12 3 4
12 3 4
3 4
3 4
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26. When you miss school, you are — 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair
\
27. A person is alone who is without — 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger
28. A stomach is part of the — 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world
29. A man's daughter is his — 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece
30. /// means— 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry
31. Excellent means very— 1 weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired. .H
32. A hive is for— 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees
33. To tumble is to — 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle
34. A grandparent is an — 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 imipire
35. A smell is an— 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea
36. An elm is a — 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool
37. A mule is a — 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle
38. Cosf/i/ things are — 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic H
1
39. An author is a — 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer
40. A mayor is an — 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official
41. A zone is a — 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit . .
42. To injure is to — 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash
.
.
1
43. To rouse means to — 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love
1
44. Mild means — 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind
45. Wicked means — 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant
46. To make preparations is to get — 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy
47. A selection is a. — 1 bullet 2 capital 3 desire 4 choice 5 folder..;!
1
48. To four is to — 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust
1
49. Twinkle mt2Lns — 1 wrmkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble .ii
50. Coarse cloth is — 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short
51. A bough is a — 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk
52. To welcome means to — 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice
[ 3 ]
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
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64.
66.
56.
57.
68.
59.
60.
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62.
63.
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66.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
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74.
75.
A blunt thing is — 1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thin
Circular means — 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous
Skillful means — 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 4 expert 5 kindly
Interior means — 1 inferior 2 above 3 empty 4 dreary 5 inside . .
1
Stupid mezns — 1 studious 2 false 3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 dull. ii
To surrender is to — 1 surroimd 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance . .
Destruction causes— 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction
To convince means to — 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade
A sign is an — 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address H
i
A portion is a — 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share
1
To overcome is to — 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry
An insult is an— 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense
To confirm is to make — 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time
Valiant means — 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal 5 loyal
2 3 4 5
12 3 4
12 3 15
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
To kindle means to — 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist ....
Abrupt means — 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged
Fatigue means — 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness \
A durable thing is —^ 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist
\
Fourscore is the same as — 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four!
I
To ratify is to — 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison i
\
1
To rebel is to — 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish
Sullen means — 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly
Probability means— 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm ii
2 3
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4.?
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5
Score
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A.^ What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing
The weather was —
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy , . . .i
The best name for this story is —
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach
B.
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day.
1. When do Mary and John go to camp ?
1 before school 2 when school is over
5 every day
3 in the fall 4 when school starts
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ?
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary ...
How do the children travel to camp ?
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane .
.
The best name for this story would be —
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp
Mary and John enjoy camp life because they —
1 are glad to be away for the siunmer 2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature
5 have fim playing games with the other children
I 5 1
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Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the
back of his grandfather's house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
Jack went —
1 to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father i
4 to buy a fish line 5
The fish —
1 helped 2 struggled
Jack tried to —
1 fish near the stream
4 put fish in the brook
to the ocean to fish
3 ate 4 tried 5 fell
3 land his own fish2 pull his father back
5 lie on the grass
The best name for this story is —
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack's Fishing Trip
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished
Jack enjoyed his trip because —
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him
3 he caught a fine fish 1234
III
'
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer.
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ?
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 1
5 by living on small animals H
12. The climate where these animals live is very — 1
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ?
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 1
5 huge and starving
14. The best title for this story would be —
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 1
5 While They Are Sleeping
15. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens —
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes i
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping
[61
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The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals.
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ?
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers.
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. i
5 They carry first-aid kits
17. The St. Bernard dog Is — i
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ?
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength
19. The best title for this story is—
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth
would remain untraveled.
21. The camel is — 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal i
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent
22. The body of the camel is—
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring
23. The mouth of the camel — 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises
5 provides an inside reservoir •.
24. The best title for this story is — 1 The Body of the Camel
2 The Usefuhiess of the Camel 3 The Stupidity of the Camel
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats
25. The camel is — 1 tmsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and inteUigent .
[ 7 ]
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his
spirit was still unbroken.
When Bill approached, the pony was — 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground ....
The pony was finally —
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored . .
.
The little pony tried to — 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy
3 tmseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill
The best title for this story is —
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony
The article illustrates —
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship
vn 8
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
Making studies of bird life is interesting because —
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for i
5 the sport is appropriate < - W
Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting — i
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts i i
Bird study is a satisfying sport because —
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests i
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle
The best title for this story is —
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds i
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life
Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because —
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures i
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about
[81
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41.
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In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow,
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
This form of agriculture is carried on where —
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible i
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are — i
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated
They stop the water from flooding the fields by —
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir i
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water
The best title for this story would be —
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation i
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado i
Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because —
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off i
5 agriculture is carried on
IX 1
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand.
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and
sold for use in our homes.
Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require —
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water i
5 much boiling
What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? i
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual
The raw sugar is — 1 made into syrup 2 refijied and whitened i
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar
The best title for this story is — 1 Blocking and Thiiming Beets
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained i
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened
Raising sugar beets requires — 1 inexpensive labor 2 syrup changed to sugar i
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar
f 9 1
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Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one
reads of some new achievements of airplanes.
Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by — 1 carrying many diseases
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air
The life of an airplane pilot is —
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high
Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as —
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather
3 bringing serimi to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity
5 traveling in all kinds of weather
The best title for this story is —
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska
The accomplishments of airplanes are —
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious
XI 10
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions,
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people,
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated.
The New Englanders were interested in — 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining
Which word best describes a Southern planter ?
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal
Which word best describes a New England home ?
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable
The best title for this story is —
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People
5 Good Schools for All
The Southern gentlemen desired —
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools
3 good education for members of his own family
1 tutors for children in New England 5 good free schools for planters' sons
lO
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The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing
them.
56. The pulmotor is an instrument for —
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide
11
What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor ?
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse i
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen
1( the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started —
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes i
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person
While waiting for the pulmotor one should —
1 attempt to avoid the instrimient 2 apply another type of resuscitation i
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the limgs 5 dilute the air
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because —
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs
I
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DURRELL-SULLIFAN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING CAPACITY TEST
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
Description of the Tests
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests are published separately, and in
an Intermediate and an Advanced form.
Durrell-SuUivan Reading Capacity Test (Hearmg
Comprehension). Intermediate, for Grades 3-6 ; Ad-
vanced, for Grades 7-9.^
This test measures comprehension of spoken lan-
guage and is composed of two sub-tests described below.
Testl. Word Meaning. The hearing vocabulary is
measured by having the child find pictures which
illustrate the words pronounced by the ex-
aminer. The test consists of seventy words
which are tested by fourteen grbups of pictures.
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning. This test consists of
twelve paragraphs graded in difficulty, each of
which is accompanied by a group of pictures
illustrative of possible phases of the story.
Each paragraph is read aloud to the child, after
which five questions are asked, which, if an-
swered correctly, will demonstrate the child's
understanding of the paragraph read. The
child indicates his responses to the questions
by marking the number of the picture which
illustrates the answer to each question.
(For further information concerning the construction
and standardization of these tests see the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.)
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. In-
termediate, for Grades 3-6
; Advanced, for Grades 7-9.'
This test consists of four tests," as follows :
Test 1. Word Meaning.
Test 2. Paragraph Meaning.
Test 3. Spelling.
Test 4. Written Recall.
* In preparation.
' For a more extensive description of these tests see the Directions for
Administering and Scoring the Reading Achievement Test or the Manual
for the Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests.
The testing situation. The test should be given
in a room where a quiet atmosphere prevails both
within and ^ivithout. It should be administered as
though it were an interesting lesson, with no pre-
liminary counsel by the teacher or the examiner.
The examiner. To obtain reliable results, the
examiner should be entirely familiar with the Manual
before administering any of the tests. The wording
of the directions has been worked out with care and
the person administering the test should follow instruc-
tions exactly. It is intended that the directions shall
be precise enough so that all children will understand
exactly what they are to do. However, instructions
may be repeated if circumstances seem to make this
necessary.
Directions for Administering the
Reading Capacity Test
The examiner should enunciate clearly and speak
in a moderate tone. He should read slowly enough so
that all pupils will comprehend easily, but not so
slowly as to produce lack of interest. The speech of
the examiner is particularly important in the Para-
graph Meaning Test, and this test should not be
given by a person whose speech is markedly different
from the speech common to the community. The
examiner should practice reading the tests so that
difficulties in pronunciation and phrasing will not
arise during the reading.
The tests of the Reading Capacity Test are not
timed, in the strict sense of the word, since the
materials are read by the examiner. However, the
following table gives the approximate time needed to
read the materials at each of the grade levels. The
approximate reading time also precedes each of the
paragraphs, and it would be well for the examiner
to go through the process of administering the test
prior to giving it in the classroom, to determine to what
extent he naturally adheres to these time limits. If
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright
on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
in Gieat Britain. All rights resfrved. printed in d.s.a.
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
there seems to be a tendency to depart noticeably from
these time limits, an effort should be made to speed
up or slow down the rate of reading, to bring it more
in accord with the stated limits.
Approximate Time in Minutes Required to
Administer the Reading Capacity Test
Test Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
I. Word Meaning 15 15 15 15
II. Paragraph Meaning 15 20 25 25
Total 30 35 40 40
Filling out the title page. Before handing out the
test papers, see that each child has a pencil and that
there are extra pencils available in the room in case
a child breaks his lead. When the test booklets have
been distributed and the children are ready to take
the test, say: "This book contains some exercises
for you to do. Do not write on it or open it until I
tell you to do so."
Examiner, holding the test booklet up, points to the
blank spaces, saying: "Fill in these blank spaces as
quickly as you can. Remember to write plainly. On
the first line, where it says 'Name,' write your name.
After the word 'Age,' put how old you are. Fill the
other spaces in the same way." Allow a reasonable
time for the children to fill in the remaining spaces
on the title page. Then say : "Now, listen carefully
and do just as I tell you to. You must not ask ques-
tions after we begin. If your pencil should break,
raise your hand and I will give you another.
"Now open your booklet to page 2 and fold the
page back, like this." (The examiner should demon-
strate how to do this.)
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
" Look carefully at the pictures on this page. I am
going to ask you to do something with these pictures.
This is Set I. Put your pencil on I. One goes this
way." (Examiner runs his pencil across both lines of
Set I, so that the child sees all the pictures in the set.)
"There are eight little pictures in each set. The
pictures stand for words. I am going to call some
words and you are going to look carefully at the pic-
tures and find them.
" Look at the pictures in Set I. Which picture says
'rabbit'? What is the number of the picture?"
(The children will say 6.)
"All right. Put the 6 in this little box beside A."
(Examiner demonstrates on his copy.) "Be sure
you put the 6 in the box beside A.
"Now put your finger on B in Set I." (Examiner
demonstrates.)
"B says 'many.' See if you can put the right
nimiber beside B." (Pause.)
"Ready. How many wrote 2 beside B? Two is
correct. Now see if everyone can put the correct
number beside C. C says ' catch. ' " (Pause.) "How
many put 8? Eight is correct. Be sure you look at
all the little pictures in the set before you put down
your nmnber."
By now all the children should understand the pro-
cedure.
Continue, always using the same wording, as
:
"D says 'alike,'" "E says 'under,'" etc. A word
may be repeated if it is not heard by the child. Allow
7 seconds for pupils in Grade 3 to write the number;
allow 5 seconds in Grades 4, 5, and 6. If a single
child holds up the class, say, "If you can't find the
word, just leave it out," and proceed to the next word.
The words are to be given in the following order :
Set I Set II
A. rabbit A. cattle
B. many B. dark
C. catch C. city
D. alike D. reach
E. under E. long ago
Set III Set IV
A. insects A. audience
B. blast B. mischievous
C. embrace C. village
D. monument D. mansion
E. damage E. companion
"Now turn over your booklet to page 3." (Exami-
ner demonstrates.) "Look at Set V."
Set V Set VI
A. family A. model
B. sign B. banquet
C. furious C. athlete
D. print D. balcony
E., company E. distress
S ET VII Set VIII
A. argue A. plunge
B. menu B. cultivate
C. stout C. procession
D. foliage D. accuse
E. erecting E. stadium
"Now turn over the page to page 4." (Examiner
demonstrates.) "Look at Set IX."
Directions for Administering and Scoring: Intermediate Test 3
Set IX
A. pretend
B. vicious
C. interfere
D. exchange
E. forlorn
{Grade 3 stops here.)
Set XI
A. instruct
B. confined
C. perform
D. enthusiasm
E. signal
Set X
A. survivor
B. interior
C. deliver
D. banner
E. gratitude
Set XII
A. baton
B. pedestrian
C. cataract
D. laboratory
E. precipice
"Now turn over your booklet to' page 5." (Exam-
iner demonstrates.) "Look at Set XIII."
Set XIII Set XIV
A. relaxed A. buoyant
B. cooperate B. irritate
C. venerable C. demolish
D. communicate D. renovate
E. casement E. defiant
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
"We are now going to do a different test. Turn
over the page in your booklets to page 6. " (Examiner
demonstrates.)
"I am going to read some stories which tell about
the pictures on this page. You will listen carefully
to me while I read a story. When I am through read-
ing the story, I shall ask you some questions. You
will find the picture which tells the right answer.
Then you will put the number of the picture in the
little place which is made for it." (Show parenthesis.)
"When I finish reading the story, we shall do some
questions together. Then we shall all know exactly
what to do. Close your bocks, but keep your finger
in the right place and look at me while I read the
story." (Examiner reads Story I to class.)
Children are asked to close books before each para-
graph IS read, because it has been found that they are
apt to be distracted by looking at the other pictures
and not give complete attention to the ideas in the
story. The stories may be read only once, although
the questions may be repeated if necessary.
After reading each question, allow 5 seconds for
each child to find and record the answer.
STORY I
{30 seconds)
Sandy, a cunning little brown bear, was
left alone when a hunter shot his mother.
Vhen night came, Sandy was very lonesome.
Some other hunters, coming along, found the
little cub crying because he was so cold and
hungry. They put him in a crate and shipped
him on the train to the park. The keeper
at the park saved Sandy's life by feeding
him milk. All the children who came to
the park loved to feed the merry little brown
bear. This made Sandy very happy in his
new home.
"Open your books. Put your finger on A in
Story I."
Examiner reads: "A. Why was Sandy left alone
in the woods ?
"Find the picture which tells why Sandy was left
alone in the woods.
"What is the number of the picture?" (Pause.)
"Yes, 1 is right.
"Now put 1 in this little place at the side which is
made for it.
"Now put your finger on B.
"Listen carefully to my question.
" B . What did Sandy dowhen he wanted hismother ?
"See if you can put the right number in the place
where it belongs."
Be sure that each child is following directions.
After Question B each child should be able to write
the answers without further help.
"C. What happened to Sandy?
"D. How was Sandy cared for at the park?
"E. How do we know Sandy was happy at the park ?
" Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
II
(40 seconds)
Mother had promised Ned and Ted a trip
to the zoo during vacation. So one bright
suimy morning they got on the bus and
started on their trip. When they reached
the zoo, they went to see the large animals
first. There was a huge grizzly bear pacing
his cage. The boys enjoyed him very much.
At noon they had a picnic luncheon. When
lunch was over they visited the monkey
houses, where they saw the funny little ani-
mals performing all kinds of tricks. Later,
just before going home, they visited the lions'
cage. The mother lion was there with her
cub. She was sitting near the edge of the
cage, looking so fierce that the boys were
very glad she was behind strong bars.
"Open your books.
"A. How did the boys and their mother go to the
zoo?
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"B. What animal did the boys enjoy looking at the
most?
'* C. What did they do at noontime ?
"D. What did they do after they finished eating?
** E. What was the last thing the boys saw at the zoo ?
" Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
Ill
(i minute 15 seconds)
Jack Norton had his nose pressed against
the store window, admiring the fine shoe
skates within. He wanted those skates
very much, but they cost two dollars and he
had no money. Suddenly he noticed a for-
lorn puppy who was whining near him.
When he looked more closely, he found that
it was Skippy, the Simpsons' dog, who was
reported lost. Jack remembered that there
was a reward offered for the dog. This gave
Jack an idea. He spoke to the dog, held
him close, and started toward the Simpson
home. Surely the Simpsons would pay
two dollars to get their dog back. Then he
could buy the skates. He was so anxious
to get his reward that he decided to take a
short cut across the frozen pond. As he
hurried along, thinking of the skates, the
ice cracked beneath him and soon he was
struggling frantically in the water. As he
went down, he heard someone calling his
name. Soon he saw a rope hanging beside
him. He seized it in his freezing hands.
Slowly he was dragged to safety. When he
recovered from his fright, he saw that it was
Tom Bolton who had saved him. Jack was
grateful and said that Tom deserved a re-
ward. Tom declared that he would not
accept any reward for simply doing the right
thing. Jack thanked Tom heartily, resolving
inwardly to return the dog, refuse the reward,
and earn the money for his skates.
" Open your books.
"A. What did Jack desire?
" B . What made Jack think his wish had come true ?
"C. What did Jack's impatience lead him to do?
"D. How was Jack rescued?
**E. How did Jack express his appreciation to the
rescuer ?
*' Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
IV
(1 minute 5 seconds)
One pleasant summer evening Jocko, a
little brown monkey, sat on the sill of an open
window looking down on the city street. He
was miserable because Tony, the organ-
grinder who owned him, had scolded him and
refused to provide him with supper. Jocko
had been sulky during the day and had
gathered only a few pennies in his little red
hat. His hunger was more intense because
he could see a loaded fruit stand on the cor-
ner below. After looking around cautiously,
he slid to the ground and crept stealthily
down the street. The proprietor of the fruit
stand was conversing with a customer at the
back of the store. Jocko hastily grabbed a
banana and concealed himself in a large con-
tainer under the counter, where he could
devour the fruit at leisure. When he had
finished his meal, he made a dash for a near-
by tree, in which he hoped to climb out of the
reach of everybody. Before he could ascend,
a hand clasped his coat and held him firmly.
He turned to find that his captor was Tony,
who had noticed his absence from his perch
on the window.
" Open your books.
"A. What was Jocko doing when the story
opened ?
"B. What was the cause of Jocko's unhappi-
ness?
"C. How did Jocko manage to eat his meal in
peace ?
"D. How did Jocko effect his escape from his
master ?
**E. What prevented Jocko from obtaining his
freedom ?
*' Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
V
(1 minute)
School was over and all the boys and girls
were coming out of the building. Billy, the
seventh-grade boy who was the Jimior Traffic
Officer, was directing the cars just as the big
traffic policeman does. Whenever there was
a lull in traffic he would hold up his hand,
motion the cars to stop, and beckon the
children to cross the street. All the children
obeyed him with one exception. A little
first-grade boy named Bobby disobeyed
Billy's signal and dashed directly into the
road. An approaching car was speeding so
fast that an accident seemed unavoidable.
Only the fact that the driver had extremely
good brakes and applied them instantly pre-
vented a serious casualty. Bobby barely
escaped, although he was a badly frightened
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boy. Billy rebuked Bobby severely, and
warned him never to be so disobedient again,
as such carelessness might have had unfor-
ttmate consequences.
" Open your books.
"A. Who was regulating the traffic outside the
school ?
"B. How did the officer aid the children?
"C. What unexpected occurrence alarmed Billy?
"D. What happened because Billy's signal was
disregarded ?
"E. What punishment did Bobby receive for his
disobedience ? "
{Grade 2 stops here.)
" Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
VI
(i minute 20 seconds)
One beautiful spring day the young daugh-
ters of a pioneer family were taking a trip
down the river in their canoe. As they
were gliding near the shore where overhang-
ing trees made a delightful shade, their canoe
was suddenly halted. An Indian hidden in
the underbrush had reached out and seized
it, and as the girls screamed, another hos-
tile Indian appeared; then more followed.
Their captors dragged them from the canoe
and carried them off. They were forced
to journey for miles until they were prac-
tically exhausted. When evening ap-
proached, the savages prepared to make
camp for the night. They bound the girls
to near-by trees, making their escape im-
possible. They gathered a pile of sticks and
laid them carefully for a bonfire. Finally
they sat in council about it. The girls
realized by the serious tone of the conversa-
tion that their fate was being decided. Sud-
denly there was a great cracking of rifles.
A band of settlers who had learned of the
dangerous predicament of the girls took the
Indians entirely by surprise. Taken un-
awares, the savages offered little resistance
but hastened to protect themselves in the
safety of the woods.
'* Open your books.
" A. Which picture indicates the passengers in the
canoe ?
"B. What checked their progress?
"C. What treatment did the girls first experience
at the hands of the savages ?
"D. Why were the girls aware their destiny was
being considered ?
"E. Why did the schemes of the Indians prove
futile ?
" Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
vn
(i minute 5 seconds)
As Jerry was walking leisurely to school
and speculating on what kind of automobile
he would purchase if he could afford it, he
was surprised to notice smoke rising from
the roof of an empty factory near by. No-
body was about, and he knew it would soon
be too late to check the flames. He saw
that he must obtain assistance at once.
Without asking advice of anyone he raced
up the hill as fast as he could, and called the
fire department as he had been taught to do.
Soon there came the clang of bells, the clatter
of the heavy trucks, and the shouts of the
rapidly gathering crowd. Jerry remained
to point the way to the fire chief, all thoughts
of school vanishing from his mind, and he
watched until the fire was completely under
control. The damage to the factory was
great, but the men got the fire under control
before the building was completely de-
stroyed. The fire chief complimented
Jerry on his prompt action. The knowledge
that he had saved a great deal of property
made Jerry very glad, even though he won-
dered what the principal would say when he
entered school so late,
"Open your books.
"A. What aroused Jerry from his daydreaming?
"B. How did he show his presence of mind?
**C. What did Jerry do after the alarm sounded?
"D. Which picture shows the results of the fire?
"E. How was Jerry rewarded?
"Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
VIII
(/ minute 25 seconds)
Ocean voyages long ago were made more
dangerous because bands of pirates were
roaming the water in search of vessels to
attack and plunder. The leader of one par-
ticularly noted band of pirates was John
Avery. Whenever any unarmed ship was
sighted, Avery's sailing vessel would pursue
it. When the vessel was overtaken, the
pirates climbed aboard and fought the un-
fortunate crew in hand-to-hand conflict.
They seemed to relish these savage en-
counters, even when their opponents were
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completely unarmed. Avery's custom was
to direct his men from the crow's-nest, a
perch high aloft on the mast of the vessel.
Frightful cruelties often accompanied these
attacks. There was one very inhuman
practice in which the captive was first blind-
folded and his arms pinioned. He was then
brutally forced to pace along a timber project-
ing over the water until he plunged into the
sea. Falling wildly and usually being dis-
abled, there was absolutely no possibility for
the victim to survive. The king of England,
greatly disturbed at the prevalence of piracy,
called Avery before him. The monarch
ordered the pirates and his confederates to
make obeisance before him. He then
offered to pardon them if they would abandon
their vicious way of living and become law-
abiding citizens. Avery and his band ac-
cepted, thus reducing piracy on the seas.
" Open your books.
"A. What method did Avery employ to regulate
his men in battle ?
"B. What is typical of the mode of warfare the
buccaneers engaged in?
"C. What procedure was followed in preparation
for the execution of the victims?
**D. Which picture shows an inhuman practice the
pirates often pursued ?
"E. Why was it possible for some of the pirates to
mend their ways?"
{Grade 3 stops here.)
" Close your books and look at me while I read the
next story."
IX
(i minute 5 seconds)
The Yankee was returning from an ex-
tended cruise on the Grand Banks, with her
hold filled to capacity with gleaming fish.
The crew, rejoicing over their return home,
were unaware that they were in imminent
danger of collision with an obstacle concealed
behind the fog. Suddenly the boat gave a
tremendous lurch, and terror and confusion
reigned as the waters rushed in on all sides.
Information of their predicament was quickly
sent out to ships in many directions, but all
were too far removed to offer any assistance.
The captain commanded the crew to save
themselves, just as the half-submerged
Yankee was shattered. All the crew suc-
ceeded in getting safely away, but the captain
was left to the mercy of the icy waters.
When the survivors were found, after being
tossed about all night on the heavy sea, the
rescuers hunted the waters in vain for signs
of the captain, whose level head and heroic
efforts had saved the lives of the other men.
"Open your books.
"A. What type of boat was the captain command-
ing?
"B. Why was th^ situation perilous?
"C. How did the ship make known her plight?
"D. What act demonstrated the captain's cour-
age?
" E. What was the eventual solution of their diffi-
culties ?
"Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story."
X
(i minute 25 seconds)
It was considered a wonderful event when
a balloon made a flight of a few hundred
miles. That first balloon floating about
unguided in the sea of air was the beginning
of the airship or dirigible of today. Little
did anyone dream that a dirigible would in
time travel eight thousand miles and carry
enough supplies to remain in the air for a
month if necessary. Yet Count Nobile of
Italy, in the dirigible Norge, accomplished
just such a feat, for he was the first to fly over
the North Pole in an airship. A disadvan-
tage of airships is that they are large and ex-
pensive to build and require a large crew of
men to control them. Many inventors felt
that if they could find a way to fly a machine
which was heavier than air, their problems
would be solved, for such a ship could be con-
trolled by one or two men. Finally, after a
great deal of experimenting, the airplane was
invented. The different types are called
monoplanes, biplanes, or triplanes, according
to whether they have one, two, or three pairs
of wings. The airplane which can rise from
the water, or can land on it, is called a hydro-
plane. Airplanes are useful in discovering
and reporting forest fires, in rapid transit of
mail, and in carrying food to flooded areas. It
is even expected that in the future airplanes
will be of assistance to ships in distress far
off at sea.
" Open your books.
,
"A. Which type of aircraft was first successfully
used for extended flight ?
"B. In which airship did Nobile explore the North
Pole?
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**C. Which type of aircraft requires the largest
operating staff?
"D. Which picture shows a biplane?
"E. What new use of airplanes is predicted?"
{Grade 4 stops here.)
"Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story."
^ XI
(i minute 40 seconds)
While electricity is a useful servant when
properly controlled, it may also be the source
of many fatal accidents. Although many
people live in constant fear of lightning, the
danger from such electrical force is really
much less than the risk involved in the care-
less use of common electrical appliances in
the home. While there are many precau-
tions that should be observed in an electrical
storm, a person is reasonably safe in the
shelter of a dwelling house. Objects which
project into the air, forming the highest point
in the vicinity, are more likely to be struck.
For this reason it is well to avoid being in
open boats or in unprotected places during
a storm. However, the dangers from light-
ning are of much less importance than from
charged wires on which the insulation has
worn too thin or has become broken in spots.
Poorly insulated wires attached to flatirons,
toasters, radios, or curling irons are often
responsible for accidents. Some wires, such
as trolley wires for streetcars, cannot be in-
sulated, since the power is obtained by direct
contact. Any exposed wire through which a
heavy current is passing is very dangerous,
and it is wise to notify the police or the proper
authorities when such a wire is discovered
within the reach of passers-by. If it is
necessary in emergencies to handle a charged
\ wire, the hands should be protected by an
adequate non-conductor. A rubber over-
shoe or a dry wooden pole may be used for
pushing charged wires away. It is best, how-
ever, to leave suspicious-looking wires alone.
" Open your books.
"A. Which source of electricity is responsible for
the most fatalities ?
"B. Which location is preferable during an electric
storm?
"C. Which picture shows insulated wiring?
"D. What procedure should be followed if emer-
gency demanded the immediate adjustment of a
charged wire ?
"E. What is recommended to the ordinary ob-
server who discovers a suspicious-looking wire ?
"Turn over your books and look at me while I read
the next story."
XII
(/ minute 10 seconds)
Any study of political history reveals that
no nation can afford to ignore the possibility
of military conflict. The concern of nations
about this question is evidenced by constant
discussions in regard to armaments, mutual-
defense pacts, and organizations for arbitra-
tion of international disputes. In all these
fields the potentiality of the airplane as an
instrument of war is being given deep con-
sideration. The readiness of some nations
to scrap outmoded naval vessels may be at-
tributed in part to the vulnerability of war-
ships to attack from the air. Although the
speed of the airplane forces the aerial torpedo
to pursue an oblique line in its approach to
the target, pilots are becoming increasingly
accurate in their use of this weapon. The
extremely grave consequence of a possible
gas-bomb attack on crowded cities by the air
forces of belligerent nations impresses us
with the necessity of inducing all nations to
submit their disputes to arbitration without
recourse to armed conflict.
" Open your books.
"A. What problem has been a persistent anxiety
to all countries ?
"B. Which picture evidences the declining con-
fidence of countries in naval armaments ?
"C. Which picture shows the correct inclination
of an aerial bomb ?
"D. Which picture visualizes the fears of many
civilians in regard to air raids ?
"E. Which picture shows the method suggested
to remove the menace of war ?
"That is all. Turn over your booklet so that the
title page is on top."
(The examiner should collect the papers promptly.)
Directions for Scoring
Complete directions for scoring are given in the Key
which is included in each package of tests.
Use of the Class Record
A Class. Record is also provided with each package
of tests. For further suggestions regarding its use
see the Manual.
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TABLE 1. Grade and Age Equivalents Corresponding to Unit Increments of Score in the
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READING CAPACITY TEST
Word Meaning Paragraph Meaning Total oCOR E
Grade Age Grade Age Grade Age Grade Age
Score Equivalent Score Equivalent Score Equivalent Score Equi\/alent
5 1.3 6-4 5 1.8 7-0
—
5 1.0 6-0 60 4.1 9-5
6 1.4 6-5 6 1.9 7-1 6 1.0 6-0 61 4.2 9-7
7 1.5 6-7 / 2.0 7-2 7 1.1 6-1 62 4.3 9-8
8 1.6 6-9 8 2.1 7-3 8 1.1 6-1 63 4.3 9-8
9 1.7 6-10 9 2.1 7-3 9 1.2 6-3 64 4.4 9-9
10 1.8 7-0 10 2.2 7-5 10 1.3 6-4 65 4.4 9-9
11 1.9 7-1 11 2.3 7-6 11 1.3 6-4 66 4.5 9-11
1.9 7-1 1 9iZ 2.4 7-7 12 1.4 6-5 67 4.6 10-0
13 2.0 7-2 13 2.5 7-8 13 1.5 6-7 68 4.6 10-0
14 2.1 7-3 14 2.6 7-10 14 1.5 6-7 69 4.7 10-1
15 2.2 7-5 15 2.7 7-11 15 1.6 6-9 70 4.7 10-1
16 2.3 7-6 16 2.8 8-0 16 1.6 6-9 71 4.8 10-3
2.4 7-7 1 7 2.9 8-2 17 1.7 6-10 72 4.9 10-4
18 2.5 7-8 18 3.0 8-3 18 1.7 6-10 73 4.9 10^
19 2.6 7-10 19 3.1 8-4 19 1.8 7-0 74 5.0 10-5
20 2.7 7-11 20 •3.2 8-6 20 1.9 7-1 75 5.1 10-7
21 2.8 8-0 21 3.3 8-7 21 1.9 7-1 76 5.1 10-7
99 2.9 8-2 99 3.4 8-8 22 20 7-2 77 5.2 10-8
23 3.0 8-3 23 3.5 8-9 23 20 7-2 78 5.3 10-9
24 3.1 8-4 24 3.6 8-11 24 2.1 7-3 79 5.3 10-9
25 3.2 8-6 25 3.7 9-0 25 2.1 7-3 80 5.4 10-11
26 3.3 8-7 26 3.8 9-1 26 2.2 7-5 81 5.5 11-0
97Li 3.4 8-8 97 3.9 9-3 27 2.2 7-5 82 5.5 11-0
28 3.5 8-9 28 4.0 9-4 28 2.3 7-6 83 5.6 11-1
29 3.6 8-11 29 4.1 9-5 29 2.3 7-6 84 5.7 11-3
30 3.7 9-0 30 4.3 9-8 30 2.4 7-7 85 5.8 11-4
31 3.9 9-3 31 4.4 9-9 31 2.5 7-8 86 5.8 11-4
OL 4.0 9-4 '?9oL 4.5 9-11 32 2.5 7-8 87 5.9 11-5
33 4.1 9-5 33 4.6 10-0 33 2.6 7-10 88 6.0 11-7
34 4.2 9-7 34 4.7 10-1 34 2.6 7-10 89 6.1 11-8
35 4.3 9-8 35 4.9 10-4 35 2.7 7-11 90 6.2 11-9
36 4.4 9-9 36 5.0 10-5 36 2.7 7-11 91 6^ 11-10
Q7Ol 4.5 9-11 5.2 10-8 37 2.8 8-0 92 6.4 12-0
38 4.6 10-0 38 5.4 10-11 '38 2.8 8-0 93 6.5 12-1
39 4.7 10-1 39 5.6 11-1 39 2.9 8-2 91 6.6 12~2
40 4.9 10-4 40 5.8 11-4 40 30 8-3 95 6.7 12-3
41 5.0 10-5 41 6.1 11-8 41 30 8-3 96 6.S 12-4
5.1 10-7 4.9 6.4 12-0 42 3.1 8-4 97 6.9 12-6
43 5.2 10-8 43 6.7 12-3 43 3.1 8-4 98 7.0* 12-7
44 5.3 10-9 44 7.0* 12-7 44 3.2 8-6 99 7.1 12-8
45 5.4 10-11 45 7.2 12-9 45 3.3 8-7 100 7.2 12-9
46 5.6 11-1 46 7.5 13-0 46 3.3 8-7 101 7.3 12-10
47 5.7 11-3 47 7.8 13-4 47 3.4 . 8-8 102 7.4 12-11
48 5.9 11-5 48 8.2 13-8 48 3.4 8-8 103 7.5 13-0
49 6.0 11-7 49 8.6 14-0 49 3.5 8-9 104 7.6 13-1
50 6.2 11-9 50 8.9 14^ 50 3.5 8-9 105 7.7 13-2
51 6.3 11-10 51 9.3 14-8 51 3.6 8-11 106 7.8 13-4
52 6.5 12-1 52 96 14-11 52 3.7 9-0 107 7.9 13-5
53 6.7 12-3 53 10.0 15-3 53 3.7 9-0 108 8.0 13-6
54 6.9 12-6 54 10.4 15-7 54 3.8 9-1 109 8.1 13-7
55 7.0* 12-7 55 10.9 16-0 55 3.9 9-3 110 8.2 13-8
56 7.2 12-9 56 11.3 16-4 56 3.9 9-3 111 8.3 13-9
57 7.4 12-11 57 11.7 16-8 57 4.0 9-4 112 8.4 13-10
58 7.6 13-1 58 12.2 17-0 58 40 9-4 113 8.5 13-11
59 7.8 13-4 59 12.6 17-4 59 4.1 9-5 114 8.7 14-1
* Equivalents beyond this point were obtained by extrapolation.
' The age which has been assigned to any grade is the median age of children having the given grade placement. These age equivalents are based on a
large, unselected sampling of children taken from the United States as a whole, the data having been collected originally by the Office of Education.
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GRADE III
NAME Boy
3rade • Tea'cher __
Date _ _ School
Year Month Day
Born City
Year Month Day
Age
Years Months Days
Test Results
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU— Minneapolis - Nashville
-'Philadelphia
Copyright, 1927, 1940, and 1942, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON
TABULATIONS
M.U. MA. BI.U. M.A. M.V. MJL. M.V. MJl.
•
273 — 6-9 306— 8-4 332— 9-11 352— 11*6
353— l»l275— 6-10 307— 8-5 333— lO-O
277 —
27»—
6-11
7-0
309—
310 —
8-6
8-7
334— 10-1
335— 10-2
354— 11-8
355 —11-9238— 5-5
241— 5-6 281 — 7-1 312— 8-8 337— 10-3 356— 11-10
243— 5-V 282 — 7-2 313 — 8-9 338— 10-4 357— 11-11
245 — 5-8 284 — 7-3 315— 8-10 339— 10-5 3«3— 12-6
248— 5-9 286— 7-4 316— 8-11 340 —10-6 36€— 12-10
250 — 5-10 288— 7-5 318— »-0 341 — 10-7 368— 13-0
252— 5-11 •?90 — 7-6 319 — 9-1 342— 10-8 370— 13-3
254— 6-0 291— 7-7 320 — 9-2 343— 10-9 374— 13-9
267— 6-1 293 — 7-8 322— 9-3 344— 10-10 375— 13-10
25)— 6-2 295 — 7-9 323 — 9-4 345— 10-11 376— 14-0
2€1 — 6-3 296— 7-10 324 — 9-5 346— 11-0 379— 14-5
263 - 6-4 298— 7-11 326 — 9-6 347— 11-1 385^— 15-3
iJ65— 6-5 300— 8-0 327— 9-7 348— 11-2 388 — 16-8
267 - 6-6 301 — 8-1 328 — 9-8 349— 11.3
3«9— 6-7 303 — 8-2 329— 9-9 350— 11-4
3?1 — 6-8 304— 8-3 331— 9-10 351— 11-5
* Eero scores and M.U. OS M.A. scores above and below those listed should be written in these spaces.
To find the median Mental Growth Units or xvlental Age take the average of the 5th & 6th ecorea.
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EXAMPLES:
Y-B-0
E-M-T-I
1. N-M-A
2. L-A-B-L
3. B-Y-A-B
4. X-B-0
5. 0-C-W.
6. G-L-R-I
7. K-O-B-0
8. V-H-A-j:....
9. M-O-S-U-E
10. P-N-I-L-C-E
Teat 18

1234 5 6789AEUBDGCFH
EXAMPLES:
(A) 16 2 ..
(B) 8 17 2
(1) 5 3 6
(2) 9 15
(3) 5 3 2
(4) 4 1 e '. ^.
(5) 2 17 9 '. 1
(6) 9 3 6 2
(7) 4 2 15
(8) 1 6 3 2
(9) 7 9 1 8 2
(10) 8 3 5 6 2
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4
(12) 5 2 4 1 3 7 9


EXAMPLES:
bread meat eggs plate cheese
bush stone tree flower grass
1. top rattle doll sled playing
2. book marbles pencil map slate
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries
6. mother cousin brother aunt friend
7. town house village hamlet city
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle
9. you we and I he
10. free happy glad joyous pleased
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle aii'plane
12. general ensign major colonel captain
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger
Ig. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash
Test 81
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GRADE IV
NAME Boy
Grade Teaeher
Date - - - School ....
Year Month , Day
Born City
Year Month Day
Age -
Years Months Days
Test Results
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU— Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia
Copyright, 1927, 1940, and 1942, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON
TABULATIONS
M.U. M.A. M.ir. M.A. M.U. M.A. M.IT. M.A.
*
296— 7-10 327 — 9-7 350— 11-4 oO»— 13-1
298— 7-11 328 — 9-8 351 — 11-5 3 1
300— 8-0 329— 9-9 352— 11-6
263— b 4 301 — 8-1 331— 9-10 353— 11-7 0 f 1— 13-4
26i>— 6-5 303 — 8-2 332 — 9-11 354— 11-8 0 12— 1#-5
26'/— 6-6 304 — 8-3 333— 10-0 355 — 11-9 17 9 1 a co ( ^ — lo-b
269— 6-7 306 — 8-4 334— 10-1 356— 11-10 o ( 0— 13-7
271 — 6-8 307^ 8-5 335 — 10-2 357 — 11-11 0 1 *— 13-*
273— 6-9 309 — 8-6 337 — 10-3 358— 12-0 014 lg-3
275— 6-10 310— 8-7 338 — 10-4 359— 12-1 17c 111ft
277 — 6-11 312 — 8-8 339— 10-5 360— 12-2 17e 1111
270— 7-0 313 — 8-9 '340 — 10-6 361 — 12-3 010 l^^f
281 — 7-1 315 — 8-10 341 — 10-7 361 — 12-4 37^ 14-1
282— 7-2 316 — 8-11 342 — 10-8 362— 12-5
284 — 7-3 318— 0-0 343— 10-9 363 — 12-6 ICO 1i A
2S6— 7-4 319 — 9-1 344— 10-10 364 12-7
288 — 7-5 620— 9-2 345 — 10-11 365 — 12-8
290— 7-6 322 — 9-3 * 348— ll_o 365 — 12-9
291— 7-7 323 — 9-4 347 — 11-1 366— 12-10
293 — 7 8 324 — 9-5 348 — 11-2 367— 12-11
«
295— 7-9 326 — 9-6 349— 11-3 368— 13-0
* Zero scores
To find the
and M.U. or M.A. scores above and below those lis
median Mental Growth Units or Mental Age take
ted should be written in
the average of the 5th
these sp&ce&
& 6th scores.
M.U. M.A
395
16-0-
15-0-
375 14-0-
13-0-
355 12-0-
n-o-
335
315
295
10-0-
9-0-
-0-
7-0-
275
255
50
AO
:30-
20
PROFILE GRAPH
Trials Passed on Horizontal L!ar.'
-4
-4
10
- -12-
l6.
-3
1-2
10- JJL
-6
10
12
- 4-
-15
17
-12
15
9
-6
1
20
16
Test 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 1 22 23 24
M.A.
or
M.U.
Mediun Mental Age or Median Mental Growth Units
n O DO A
OttDO AttO
A-OOttD AOO
OttO #
O A tt Otto
AOO OA
ttO AU AOtt
ttODO
OttOnO AD
.OttODAftOO
Test 15
1I
O O O o
Teat 16
j1
i
c
G D
t>
A A

EXAMPLES:
Y-B-0
E-M-T-1
1. N-M-A
2. L-A-B-L
3. B-Y-A-B
4. X-B-0
. 5. 0-C-W.
6. G-L-R-I
7. K-O-B-0
8. V-H-A-E
9. M-O-S-U-E
10. P-N-I-L-C-E
feet U
c—I
^ 123456789AEUBDGCFH
EXAMPLES:
(A) 16 2
(B) 8 17 2
(1) 5 3 6
(2) 9 15
(3) 5 3 2 ^
(4) 4 16 ^.
(5) 2 17 9
(6) 9 8 6 2
(7) 4 2 15
(8) 1 6 3 2
(9) 7 9 1 8 2
(10) 8 3 5 6 2
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4
(12) 5 2 4 1 3 7 9
/
tmi If
ft I

c 3
EXAMPLES:
bread meat eggs plate cheese
bush stone tree flower grass
1. top rattle doll sled playing
2. 'book marbles pencil map slate
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries
6. mother cousin brother - aunt friend
7. town house village hamlet city
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle
9. you we and I he
10. free happy glad joyous pleased
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle airplane
12. general ensign major colonel captain
18. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash
Teat tl
i
EXAMPLES:
table
apple
box furniture bed cloth wood
cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk
2. salmon
3. sheep
4. diamond
5. hammer
6. lettuce
7. man
8. gun
9. carpentry
10. gold
11. wagon
12. baseball
13. bee
14. mustard
15. honesty
red pretty dress fashion cloth
meat water swim fish food
flock animal meat woolly butchered
precious value sparkles jewel ring
carpenter nail tool useful iron
vegetable green leaves healthful garden
boy strong fights muscle person
shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
tools trade man wages house
bright valuable mineral ring money
vehicle brake wood ride carriage
practice diamond healthful team sport
wax birds honey insect stings
burns spice powder strong flavor
excellence best virtue right desirable
Test 22

EXAMPLES:
early slow wrong light big right
free good old heavy bad fast
1. old rich wide poor green full
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow
3. brown open full dark sorry empty
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry
5. soon above when even below back
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate
8. never where while still quickly always
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study
10. string line straight turn old crooked
11. health cheerful weight gloomy sleepy food
12. polite pupil behavior book rude funny
13. tennis easy punish lesson nice reward
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number
15. false broken ancient valuable price modern
Teat 23
EXAMPLE:
detrimental
1. deem 3. lard
2. nine 4. limb
demonstrable
1. mean ^ 16. reef 31. lean
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen
3. road 18. luna 33. scab
4. lace 19. amen^ 34. slot
5. dare 20. star 35. fear
6. reds 21. stir 36. mere
7. open 22. nets 37. done
8. arms 23. rags 38. true
9. lets 24. lamb 39. odes
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn
11. odor 26. made 41. mope
12. east 27. need 42. node
13. beak 28. stew 43. rash
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar
16. read 30. alas 45. test
L
Test 24
5. trip
6. arid
Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests
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GRADE V
NAME - Boy
Grade - Teacher
Date . - School
Year Month Day
Born City
Tear Month Day
Age -
Tears Months Days
Test Results
EDUCATIONAL TEST^ BUREAU— Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia
0«»yrig-ht, 1927, 1940, and 1942, P. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON
TABULATIONS
M.U. -M.A. M.tl. 3I.A. M.U. M.A. M.IT. M.A. Ht TT MA
•
312—
•
8-8 339— 10-5 360 12-2 O t 9 ±0~i. ±
313 — 8-9 340— 10-6 361 12-3 o# V ^^— i*»—
W
315 — 8-10 341 — 10-7 381 12-4 377 14-1 '
2S2— 7-2 316— 8-11 342 — 16-8 362 12-5 oov ±^—
o
284 — 7-3 318— 9-0 343 — 10-9 363— 12-6 381 14-8
286— 7-4 319— 9-1 344 10-10 364 12-7 Oo£i XI — tj
288 — 7-5 320 — 9-2 345 — 10-11 365 12-8 OOO AO—
290 — 7-6 322 —
•
9-3 346 11-0 365 12-9 Oov X O u
291 — 7-7 323 — 9-4 347 — 11-1 366 12-10 OOO AO —
0
293— 7-8 324 — 9-5 348 — 11-2 367 12-11 OOO XU »F
295 — 7-9 326— 9-6 349— 11-3 3gS 13-0 OO J X J — iX
296— 7-10 327 — 9-7 350— 11-4 369 13-1 OJU XD—
U
298 — 7-11 328 — 9-8 351 — 11-5 369 13-2 392 16-5
300— S-0 329 — 9-9 352— 11-6 370 13-3
301 — 8-1 331 — 9-10 353 — 11-7 371 13-4 396 17-1
303 — 8-2 332 — 9-11 354— 11-8 372 13-5 396 17-2
304 — 8-3 333 10-0 355 11-9 372 13-6 398 17-7
306 — 8-4 334 —
•
10-1 356— 11-10 373 13-7 402 1 S-fi
307 — 8-5 335 — 10-2 357 — U-11 374 — 13-8
•
309-+- 8-6 337 — 10-3 3.58— 12-0 374 — 13-9
310— 8-7 338 — 10-4 359— 12-1 375— 13-10
* Zero scores
To find the
M. U.
420
400
380
360
340
320
M.A.
26-0-
and M.U. or M.A. scores above and below those listed should be written in these spaces,
median Mental Growth Units or Mental Age take the average of the 5th & 6th scores.
PROFILE GRAPH
Trials Passed on Horizontal Bars
21-0-
18-0-
10-0-
9-0-
300 8-0-
280
•12 •15
15
10
-15
-15
•15
30
• 1&
1?
•10 •12
-12
- 8 12
•12
16
12
9
•8 . 9
•10
9
=12
. 9
•12
• 9
6
6
> 6
• 8 • 6 9
• 8
• 6
4 •3
-6
6 3
-
1
• 4
6 • 6
• 4
•2
4
- 3 1
• 3 - 1
-1
- 2
2
•3
1
- 3
. 2
• 1
•
M.A
or
Test 19 20 21 22 23 24 2.3 26 27 28
1
Median Mental Aje or Median Mental Growth Units
123456789AEUBDGCFH
EXAMPLES:
(A) 16 2
(B) 8 17 2
(1) 5 3 6
(2) 9 15
(3) 5 3 2
(4) 4 16
(5) 2 17 9
(6) 9 3 6 2
(7) 4 2 15
(8) 1 6 3 2
(9) 7 9 1 8 2
(10) 8 3 5 6 2
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4
(12) 5 2 4 1 3 7 9
J
Ttmt It
o

L 1'
i
EXAMPLES:
bread meat eggs plate cheese
bush stone tree flower grass
1. top rattle doll sled playing
2. book marbles pencil map slate
3. cup saucer plate spoon bowl
4. skating language arithmetic spelling reading
5. apples peaches nuts pears cherries
6. Inother cousin brother aunt friend -
7. town house village hamlet city
8. sparrow butterfly bee rabbit eagle
9. you we and I he
10. free happy glad joyous pleased
11. automobile ship motorcycle bicycle airplane
12. general ensign major colonel captain
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment anger
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome rash
Teat 2:1

1 EXAMPLES,
table
apple
box furniture bed cloth wood
cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk red pretty dress fashion cloth
2. salmon meat water swim fish food
3. sheep - flock animal meat woolly butchered
4. diamond precious value sparkles jewel ring
5. hammer carpenter nail tool useful iron
6. lettuce vegetable green leaves healthful garden
7. man boy strong fights muscle person
8. gun shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
9. carpentry tools trade man wages house
10. gold bright valuable mineral ring money
11. wagon vehicle brake wood ride carriage
12. baseball practice diamond healthful team sport
13. bee wax birds honey insect stings
14. mustard burns spice powder strong flavor
15. honesty excellence best virtue . right desirable
Test 22

EXAMPLES:
early slow wrong light big right
free good old heavy bad fast
1. old rich wide poor green full
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow
3. brown open full dark sorry empty
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry
5. soon above when even below back
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate
8. never where while still quickly always
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study
10. string line straight turn old crooked
11. health cheerful weight gloomy sleepy food
12. polite pupil behavior book rude funny
13. tennis easy punish lesson nice reward
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number
15. false broken ancient valuable price modern
Te6t 23

EXAMPLE:
detrimental
1. deem 3. lard 5. trip
2. nine 4. limb 6. arid
demonstrable
1. mean 16. reef 31. lean
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen
3. road 18. luna 33. scab
4. lace 19. amen 34. slot
5. dare 20. star 35. fear
6. reds 21. stir 36. mere
7. open 22. nets 37. done
8. arms 23. rags 38. true
9. lets 24. lamb 39. odes
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn
11. odor 26. made 41. mope
12. east 27. need 42. node
13. beak 28. stew 43. rash
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar
15. read 30. alas 45. test
Test 24
c i
I
I
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2
E EXAMPLES;
table
tree
top paint legs cloth dishes
shade nuts roots leaves branches
1. book
2. squirrel
3. cat
4. chair
5. house
6. boy
7. room
8. concert
9. army
10. banquet
11. fire
12. blizzard
13. club
14. trial
15. contest
story pages shelf picture printing
nuts fur tail cage tree
hair owner mouse claws milk
arms legs rocker seat comfort
sidewalk window bed furnace door
shoes legs suit head knife
furniture lamp people walls ceiling
encore performer violin singing
applause music
officers tents fighting soldiers ships
deaths
music wine guests dancing food
laughter
alarm flame danger heat fireman
insurance
winds death thunder danger snow wrecks
banquets meetings committees clubhouse
fun members
sentence crime defendant judge jury
guilt
opponents crowds rowing strength
rivalry dislike
Teat 2B

EXAMPLES:
chair book couch desk box letter
dog cheese dish potato table bread
1. dirt iron force silver wool wire
2. ship waves cart road wagon bricks
^3. store banana basket apple seed plum
4. sea rock mountain lake storm river
5. glass hat room ribbon basket dress
6. robin winter horse song squirrel fence
7. rain wind sky steam heat water
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute
9. submarine officer duty bomb trench gun
10. poetry physics physiology beauty chemistry
resonance
11. sermon newspaper manuscript book magazine
speech
12. house cave barn hotel store castle
13. paper crayon pencil blackboard pen ink
14. frog feathers fish chicken animal duck
15. gold ruby stone pearl jewel diamond
Test 26
c
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
"J
EXAMPLES:
The third letter of the alphabet is -
The second letter before the sixth letter is
1. The fifth letter of the alphabet is l
2. The second letter before the last letter is 2
3. The third letter before M is . . _ 3
4. The letter midway between H and N is 4
5. The second letter after the fourth letter is 5
6. The letter two letters to the right of the letter E is 6
7. The first letter to the left of the tenth letter is ... . 7
8. The letters of the word the in the order in which
they come in the alphabet are 8
9. The letters of the word boy in the order in which '
they come are 9
10. The word you get by putting the first letter between
the two middle letters of the alphabet is 10
11. The word you can make out of the fifth letters from
the ends, using one of them twice is
_
11
12. The word you get by putting the first and fifth letters
between the two middle letters of the alphabet is . . 12
Teet 27
EXAMPLES:
K-O-B-0 B
T-O-F-S S
1. I-C-H-D-L C
2. 0-C-A-T C
3. U-E-O-H-S H
4. H-T-E-M T
5. C-H-S-O-O-L S
6. N-B-U-M-E-R N
7. C-R-H-A-I C
8. T-W-A-E-R W
9. W-T-E-R-I-N W
10. L-T-R-E-T-E L
11. P-E-P-A-R P
12. S-R-O-T-E S
13. C-R-Y-A-N-0 C
14. E-P-N-L-C-I P
15. F-W-L-O-R-E F.
Test 28
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GRADE VI
NAME Boy
Grade Teacher
Date - School
Tear Month Day
Born City
Year Month Day
Age -
Years Months Days
Test Results
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU— Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia
Copyright, 1927, 1940, and 1942, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON
TABULATIONS
I»I.U. M.A. M.U. M.A.- M.U. M.A. M.tr, M.A. M.U. M.A.
333— lO-O 355— 11-9 372— 13-6 387— 15-7
334 — 10-1 356 — 11-10 373— 13-7 388 — 15-8
335 — 10-2 357— 11-11 374— 13-8 388— 15-C
300— 8-0 337 — 10-3 358— 12-0 374— 13-9 389— 15-11
301 — 8-1 338 — 10-4 359— 12-1 575— 13-10 390— 16-0
306— 8-4 339— 10-5 360— 12-2 376— 13-11 392 — 16-5
307 — 8-5 340— 10-6 361 — 12-3 376— 14-0 393 — 16-6
309 — S-6 341 — 10-7 361 — 12-4 377— 14-1 394— 16-9
312 — 8-S 342— 10-8 362— 12-5 378— 14-2 396 — 17-1
315 — 8-10 343— 10-9 363 — 12-6 378— 14-3 396 — 17-2
316— 8-11 344 — 10-10 364— 12-7 379— 14-4 398 — 17-7
ai8— S-0 345— 10-11 365— 12-8 380— 14-5 400— 18-0
320 — 9-2 346— 11-0 365— 12-9 380— 14-6 402 — 18-6
322— 9-3 347— 11-1 366— 12-10 381— 14-7 403 — 18-9
323— 9-4 348— 11-2 367—-12-11 381— 14-8 404 — 19-0
324— 9-5 349— 11-3 368— 13-0 382— 14-9 404 — 19-1
326— 9-6 350— 11-4 369— 13-1 383 — 14-10 407— 19-10
32S— 9-8 351 — 11-5 369— 13-2 383 — 14-11 407 — 19-11
329— 9-9 352— 11-6 370 — 13-3 384— 15-0
•
331 — 9-10 353— 11-7 371— 13-4 385— 15-3
332 — 9-11 354— 11-8 372— 13-5 386— 15-5 -
* Zero scores and M.U. or JLA. scores above and below those listed should be written in these spaces.
To ftnd the median Mental Growth Units or Mental Age take the average of the 5th & 6th ecores.
M.U. M.A.
4.5-0
26-0-
410 21-0-t
18-0-
390
,s.o
14-0-
370
350
330
310
290
13-0-
12-0-
U-0-
10-0-
9-0-
8-0-
PROFILE GRAPH
Trials Passed on Horizontal Bars
15
12
6
15
15
15- -20
-16
12
12
• 9
-12
^9.
- 3
- 9
-6"
- 3
-10
12
- 6
Y 1
12 15
12
6
l4_
-15
15
- 9
-6
• 3
• 1
12
9
3
- 1
12
- 6
- 3
15
-12
- 9
- 6
Test 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Median Mental Age or Median Mental Growth Utnits
EXAMPLES:
table
apple
box furniture bed cloth wood
cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk
2. salmon
3. sheep
4. diamond
5. hammer
6. lettuce
7. man
8. gun
9. carpentry
10. gold
11. wagon
12. baseball
13. bee
14. mustard
15. honesty
red pretty dress fashion cloth
meat water swim fish food
flock animal meat woolly butchered
precious value sparkles jewel ring
carpenter nail tool useful iron
vegetable green leaves healthful garden
boy strong fights muscle person
shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
tools trade man wages house
bright valuable mineral ring money
vehicle brake wood ride carriage
practice diamond healthful team sport
wax birds honey insect stings
burns spice powder strong flavor
excellence best virtue right desirable
Test 22
!
9 EXAMPLES:
early slow wrong light big right
free good old heavy bad fast
1. old rich wide poor green full
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow
3. brown open full dark sorry empty
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry
5. soon above when even below back
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate
8. never where while still quickly always
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study
10. string line straight turn old crooked
11. health cheerful weight gloomy sleepy food
12. polite pupil behavior book rude funny
13. tennis easy punish lesson nice reward
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number
15. false broken ancient valuable price modern
Test 23
i
EXAMPLE:
detrimental
1. deem 3. lard 5. trip
2. nine 4. limb 6. arid
demonstrable
1. mean lb. reef • 31. lean
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen
3. road 18. luna 33. scab
4. lace 19. amen 34. slot
5. dare ZU. star 35. fear
6. reds oiZl. stir 36. mere
7. open nets 37. done
8. arms OOCO. rags 38. true
9. lets 24. lamb 39. odes
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn
11. odor 26. made 41. mope
12. east 27. need 42. node
13. beak • 28. stew 43. rash
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar
15. read 30. alas 45. test
Tefit 34
4, \
^XAMPLES:
table
tree
top paint legs cloth dishes
shade nuts roots leaves branches
1. book,
2. squirrel
3. cat
4. chair
5. house
6. boy
7. room
8. concert
9. army
10. banquet
11. fire
12. blizzard
13. club
14. trial
15. contest
story pages shelf picture printi^ng
nuts fur tail cage tree
hair owner mouse claws milk
arms legs rocker seat comfort
sidewalk window bed furnace door
shoes legs suit head knife
furniture lamp people walls ceiling
encore performer violin singing
applause music
officers tents
deaths
music wine
laughter
alarm flame
insurance
winds death
fighting soldiers ships
guests dancing food
danger heat fireman
thunder danger snow wrecks
banquets meetings committees clubhouse
fun members
sentence crime defendant judge jury
guilt
opponents crowds rowing strength
rivalry dislike
Test 35
!f
i
EXAMPLES:
chair book couch desk box letter
dog cheese dish potato table bread
1. dirt iron force silver wool wire
2. ship waves cart road wagon bricks
3. store banana basket apple seed plum
4. sea rock mountain lake storm river
5. glass hat room ribbon basket dress
6. robin winter horse song squirrel fence
7. rain wind sky steam heat water
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute
9. submarine officer duty bomb trench gun
10. poetry physics physiology beauty chemistry
resonance
11. sermon newspaper manuscript book magazine
speech
12. house cave barn hotel store castle
13. paper crayon pencil blackboard pen ink
14. frog feathers fish chicken animal duck
15. gold ruby stone pearl jewel diamond
Teet 2fi

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
EXAMPLES:
The third letter of the alphabet is
The second letter before the sixth letter is
1. The fifth letter of the alphabet is . . • 1
2. The second letter before the last letter is 2
3. The third letter before M is 3
4. The letter midway between H and N is 4
5. The second letter after the fourth letter is 5
6. The letter two letters to the right of the letter E is . . . 6
7. The first letter to the left of the tenth letter is ... . 7
8. The letters of the word the in the order in which
they come in the alphabet are 8
9. The letters of the word boy in the order in which
they come are 9
10. The word you get by putting the first letter between
the two middle letters of the alphabet is 10
11. The word you can make out of the fifth letters from
the ends, using one of them twice is 11
12. The word you get by putting the first and fifth letters
between the two middle letters of the alphabet is . . 12
Slit 27
1!
I
I
I
jr ' EXAMPLES:
K-O-B-0 B
T-O-F-S S
1. I-C-H-D-L C
2. 0-C-A-T C
3. U-E-O-H-S H
4. H-T-E-M T
5. C-H-S-O-O-L S
6. N-B-U-M-E-R N
7. C-R-H-A-I C
8. T-W-A-E-R W _
9. W-T-E-R-I-N W
10. L-T-R-E-T-E L
11. P-E-P-A-R P
12. S-R-O-T-E S
13. C-R-Y-A-N-0 ...... C
14. E-P-N-L-C-I P
15. F-W-L-O-R-E F
Teet 28

EXAMPLES:
girl come ill his
apple shell ripe banana
1. sit can pie big
2. ton sing boy some
3. tell some me can
4. why bury still you
5. are bat out tell
6. truth happy people riches
7. mirth beauty business ugly
8. trill hurry battle leaves
9. tramp lease trial found
10. across bought camel truce
11. makes story tremble asking
12. early income fashion simply
13. anchor sample truth ripple
14. beacon giving nation humble
15. family forgive angel bought
Teet 29
1i
Examples :
my not is book that
ran the boy the street down
1. apples trees on grow
2. play boys like marbles to
3. grow boys men to become up
4. is lesson girl her studying the
5. there days are the week in seven
6. children room of the out ran six
7. away winter for nuts store squirrels
8. Mary I runs as as fast
^
9. do go we Saturday school on not to
10. she youngest selected our the in girl room
11." thousand many a year cars makes Ford
12. true stories teacher about the a told them colonies
13. who her lost girl pencil the another bought
14. allowed upon skate to they never river were the
15. an embankment train leaped lost lives their and many people the
>Bt SO
EXAMPLES:
2 4 6 8 0 10 12
9 8 7 2 6 5 4
f
(1) 3 5 7 8 9 11
(2) 1 4 7 10 12 13
(3) 9 7 4 5 3 1
(4) 18 15 12 9 6 5
(5) 2 5 4 6 8 10
(6) 1 5 9 11 13 17
(7) 12 11 10 8 6 4
(8) 3 6 9 12 14 15
(9) 1 5 10 15 20 25
(10) 2 4 6 8 10 32
(11) 27 24 21 18 17 15
(12) 18 17 16 14 12 10
(13) 3 7 11 13 15 19
(14) 8 10 11 14 17 20
(15) 32 29 27 22 17 12
Teet SI
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